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ABSTRACT

This report argues that the academic performance of
American students has not declined, but that schools and students are
confronting new and higher demands. The fundamental challenge facing
American primary and secondary education is how to increase
productivity--how to make better use of its resources. In this
document, the Consortium on Productivity in the Schools analyzes the
relationship among various parts of the American educational system;
identifies how other industries or sectors have increased their
productivity; and recommends ways to'change resource allocation to
increase student.learning. Part 1 looks at patterns in student
performance, real expenditures for the average pupil, and social
factors external to the school and concludes that productivity in
education has held steady over the past 20 years, rather than
declined. However, a priority must be placed on becoming more
productive. When the education system is compared to other
industries, its central problems involve difficulties with
productivity-improving change. Part 2 describes eight subsystems of
the education system that should perform the following functions:
governance, management, finance, teaching and learning, adaptation
and innovation, hiring and purchasing, outplacement, and maintenance.
Part 3 analyzes how to improve the productivity of the education
system and defines the roles of each of the eight interacting
subsystems. The fourth part offers the following recommendations: (1)
renegotiate the governance and management contract; (2) extend
accountability of schools for student learning to accountability of
major functions of the system; (3) use the education financing system
to improve educational productivity; (4) create the conditions that
let schools learn; (5) set up quality controls for innovations and
develop mechanisms for legitimating better practices; and (6) make a
contract among all citizens for the next generation. Biographies of
consortium members and a list of advisory board members
are included.
(Contains 34 references.) (LMI)
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"Ifhen _you read the myriad of recommendations these

commission reports contain, it becomes clear that they are
not wormed hy anl conception L.,/ i system. That is a
charnahle assessment...those outside the svstem with

responsibility for arum/a/Iv a program fbr refmn have
nothms resrmAlims, a holistic conception qf the system
they seek to influence."

The Predictable Failure of Educational Reform:
Can We Change Course Before It's Too Late?

Seymour Sarason. 1990

"Chalguts the way education iS delivered to increase
its productivity is directly within the control qf policvmakers
and cducatorY and Is our one Gest hopciiv increasug

student leaning across the system.''

The Consortium on Productivity in the Schools
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PREFACE: BETTER EDUCATION ON
$ 1 .5 BILLION PER SCHOOL DAY
Most patents. educatorsmd
polies makeis shale some goals for
,\mei lean schools Ihey want schools

to give children th,. knowledge and
skills that they need in order to earn a
us mg, to become responsible citizens.

and to fulfill then potential as individuals and as membeis of families and
society

Unfortunately, America's schools
are falling shot t of these ideals. Em-

ployers and officials of institutions of
highei education complain that many
graduates of American public schools
lack the literacy. numei ace, and other
intellectual skills needed to function in
today's v. orld American primary and
secondary students consistently rank

below their counteipaits in other
industrialized countries in comparative
studies of academic achievement.
Thtfundamental problem is not as sow'
have alsued, that the academic pojormamr oj

-Intent-an students has declined To the

contrart, student performance has been
stable oter a period of two decades,
higher scores on standardized tests for
basic skills being counterbalanced by
low er scores on items that measure
reasoning abilities. TA. &cu. problem Is
that sr-hoe/3 dud

,,,,141115 guy (onfrotaw

nsw and h4,hr demands In the emerging

glGbal economy, it is no longer suf ftcient for most tt orkers to master a body
of knowledge and a hl t of skills that
they can apply for an entire working

lifetime. A growing proportion of jobs
require higher order thinking skills
and the ability to acquire knowledge and
learn new skillsthat were necessary

for only a minority of students in the
past. In general, American schools are

not providing students with the learning
that they will need to function effectively in the 21st Century.
The inadequacies of American

public schools cannot be attributed to a
lack of resources. Obviously, the
funding of some public schools is still
inadequate. Huge inequities exist
between rich an(' ,or districts in their
expenditures on eaucation, and it is easy
to identify urban and other schools
where additional resources could
plausibl, yield higher student achievement. However, funding for public
education has increased steadily over the
past decades, both in real and nominal
dollars, the bill being $285 billion, or
about $1.5 billion everv school day. In
1992 the United States spent a higher
percent of GDP on public primary and
secondary education than the average

for the other industrialized nations.
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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"The fundamental challage facins

American primag and secondag
education is to fisure out how to

make better use of its resources
in other words, how to be

more productive."

even when purchasing power differences
between nations are taken into account.
Similarly, in 1992 average United States
spending an average per public primary
and secondary student was higher than

in other indus:rialized nations Tables
F01 and F03, aura/ion a/ a Clance:
OECD Indicators, Paris: Organization for
Economic Co-operation Ind Develop-

ment. I995,.
The recent debate over the impact
of additional funding on student
achievement has now become moot. The
current economic and social climate is
si-ch that these additional resources a-e
not likely to be forthcoming. The rate
of growth in spending for education is
slowing. Simultaneously, the United
States, like other industrialized countries, is trying to constrain public
expenditures in all sectors. Schools will

have to learn to tunctionand improvewithin the bounds of existing
resou ries.

The fundamental challenge lacing
American primary and secondary education is thus to figure out how to make
better LISC of its resourcesin other
words, how to he more produarre.

Productivity is not a lamiharand
certainly not a popularconcept ID
education. It sounds like a mechanistic
approach to a very human enterprise.
Yet the studies show that productivity
gains have been achieved in other fields
associated with human resources. Even
our health care system, troubled as it is
in other respects, has shmLn a remarkable ability to create, implement. and
evaluate nnprovements in medical
services.

The Consortium on Productivity in
the Schools was established in 1992 to
address this key question of how
American scl-ools can increase the
learning levels of students by using
existing resources more effectively. The
Consortium was managed by the
Institute on Education and the
Economy at Teachers College of Columbia University. It consisted of ten
experts on productivity from the fields
of business, economics, political science,
systems analysis. organization theory
and change, statisticsmd education.
These ten brought a range of expertise:
elementary and secondary education
systems in the United States. Europe.
al.d Japan; international productivity;
educational finance: simplifying complexity to the level of root causes; the
theory of organizational change; and
practical experience with change.
The tasks of the Consortium were
three-fold. It sought to:
Analyze how the various parts of the
American educational system, such as

C-v-1
4
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governance, management. 1 inanee. or

classroom instruction, function
relative to each other and relative to
their effects on imprming the productivity of the system.
m Identif% hok% other industries or
sectors ILne increased Ellen- productivity.

in Recommend w.ivs to alter the way
American schools deplo% existing
resources so as to increase student
learning.

In addressing these tasks, the
Consortium began with the assumption
that education in the United States is a
complex system of interlocking parts. It
is a vast combination of local schools,
boards of education, teacher training
institutions. research organizations,
funding agencies, legislative bodies, and
other organizational structures. These

element of the S stem will not succeed
unless they are linked to improvements
in other elements that affect its success.
For example. increasing R&D in education will ha . e little effect unless the
quality standards for innovations are
improved and incentives at the school
level arc changed to incr,ase teachers'
demand for better practice.

A striking characteristic of American education is that schools in fact
change all the time. However, they do
so in random and unstable ways, not in

Without a sense ef the whole, we

end up with what has become a

familiar oll-le of patdwork.improvement and disappointment.

structures function on multiple les els
national, statemd local. They are only

cumulatively improving ways. Partial
and fragmentary I-ads constantly come

'ooselv connected and not infrequently
work at cross-purposes. Understanding
this vast. loosely coupled educational
system is the important first step
toward improving its efficiency.

and gofrom the "new math" to "open

Without a sense of the whole, we
end up with what has become a familiar
cycle of patchwork improvement and
disappointment. The challenge of
increased productivity cannot be met
with any single new prooram such AS
school-based management. a new

teaching technklue. or .1 new set of
assessments. Improvement s in one

classrooms" to "back to basics" to
"parental choice". These changes are
almost akavs ephemeral. in that they
enter and exit the education system
without altering its fundamental structure. This eentury has seen surprisingly few changes in the "core technol-

ogy" of schoolinghow schools go
about their business. It has been said
that if an auto worker. a medical doctor,
a textile worker, a soldier, and a teachei
%%ere frozen in I WO and unfrozen in
1995, only the teacher would be able to
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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resume work without Missing a beat.
Vast changes have occurred in medicine.
automobile manufacturing, textiles, and

warfareimprovements in the knowledge base, in the technology at the

workers disposalmd in the org,anization of work. But relatively little change
has taken place in the practice of
education.

s-6

The technology of education still
revolves around paper, pencils, chalk,
and blackboard. Teaching and learning is
still organized for the most part aroun
a lone teacher in an isolated classroom.
The dominant instructional method is
"teacher talk," and students still move
from one unconnected subject to
another without profound understanding of how learning in one class relates
to that in others. Instruction is or,za6
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nized around fixed quantities of time
not clearly defined learning objectives
for all students, and a wide variation is
tolerated in the knowledge and skills
that various students acquire during,
their allotted seat time in school.
Accountability for teachers and others
is based more on conformity to process
than on measurable results for students.
Larry Cuban, writing on the slow
adoption of one change the use of
technology_ wrote, "The seemingly
marginal use of computers... is due less
to inadequate funds, unprepared teachers, and indifferent administrators than
to dominant cultural beliefs about what
teaching, learning. and proper knowledge are and how schools are organized
for instruction'. Cuban. 199

"...the Consortium calls on leaders
In carrying out its work. the Consortium relied on the extensive literature on how large organizations, I.e.
systemc, function. A key concept
literature is the need to focus on
COZILIM/OUS improvement. The Consor-

tium believes that American schools can
achieve continuous improvement
through techniques that have been
successfully employed in other fields.
These include foilisiN on clearly
defined goals; ahgning activities around
those goals; identifying and incorporating effective educational innovations:
establishing new ways to measure
performance of all parts of the system.
Including its customers expectations
for it; holding students and educators
accountable for results: and developing
better ways to engage students, parents,
educators, and members of local communities.

In its recommendations, the Consortium calls on leaders and the public

at large at all levelsnational, state, and
localto set clear and rigorous standards for public schools and to provide
reasons to meet these targets. It urges a
"new contract" between those who
govern and manage the system and
those who produce learning. The
contract is autonomy with accountabilIty: autonomy f or users and suppliers of
education in exchange for accountability
to the community, state, and nation for
learning results.

and the public at large...to set clear
and rigorous standards for pt4blic
schools and to provide reasons to

meet these targets. ...The contract is

autonomy with accountahility."

report will be familiar to readers conversant with the school improvement
literature of the last decade. We believe
that this report is unique, k..owever, in
two ways. The report has organized
these ideas around critical issues of
increasing the system's productivity.
The report also is unique in applying
the principles of dynamic systems
analysis to education. This discipline
simplifies complexity to locate the root
causes of what are intertwined, resistant,
and of-ten perplexing symptoms of
problems in the educational enterprise.
We hope that the Consortium's analysis
and recommendations will launch
further debate and prompt practical
steps to use existing resources CO
produce much greater learning gains for
a broader range of students.
P. Michael Timparie
President Emeritus. 'Teachers College

G. Carl Ball
Chairman, Geo. J. Ball. Inc.
Co-chairmen of the Ad% isory Board

Many, though by no means all, of
the ideas contained in -he Consortium's
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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PART I:

THE PRODUCTIVITY
CHALLENGE

Few question that our society needs
better educational iesults for a broader

range of the population The nation is
rapidlk becoming a know ledge economy,

in which growth is driven more by
intellectual capital than by physical
labor. Studies decisively document that
the economy is shedding jobs for
unskilled workers. Against these economic realities, the data show average
student performance that is not very
high and substantial variation around
that average. The skills that students
need are not just more of what the
schools have always taught, such as
basic skills in mathematics, but also
skills that the schools have rarely

taughtthe ability to work with
complex knowledge and to make deci-

sions under conditions of conflicting or

such as the internationalization of
the economy, increasing income
inequality among Americans, serious
value conflicts. high rates of immigration, a revolution in communications, and major shifts in power
relationships between nations are
eroding the cohesion that makes
educating easier.

Public funding for education will
probably not increase much, especially
with competing demands from other
service sectors such as health care and
corrections. States and school

districts will have to use tight resources to improve students' skills
and knowledge for a population that
is more difficult to teach with traditional methods and in the context of
greater social and political conflict.

inadequate evidence.

The Consortium on Productivity in
Public education confronts this
challenge in the context of several
constraints.
12 The level of performance has to go
up at the very time that the backgrounds of greater numbers of
children in the nation's classrooms
make learning more difficult.

The schools have to function in an
environment of declining social and
political cohesion. Large-scale forces.

the Schools believes that increased

productivity in the education system is
the only solution to bringing more
students with more deficits to higher
levels of learning on limited public
resources. Schools must develop ways to
get better results with the resources at
hand.

Most educatorE flinch at the cold
word "productivity.- It evokes images of
Charlie Chaplin's film. Modern limes,
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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"...increased productivity in the
education system is the only

to bringing more students
with more deficits to higher levels

of learning on limited public
resources. Schools must develop
ways to get better results with the

resources at hand."

Isolution

talent of the artist ,md the hours spent
learning the craft, while the outcomes
would be the quality of the musical
performance or artistic work.
In education. productivity is the
relationship between the student
aclue%ement that a school generates and
the resources used. Resources include
dollars and the inputs that they buy

which affect student learningthe

physical space, the quality of the prewhere human beings arc cogs in a
service training that teachers bring to
mechanized world, reduced to completthe system. the quality of teaching
ing repetitive tasks at ever increasing
materials, or the amount ot instrucrates. Educators react negatively even
validly
that
tional time per Year. Although it is
to the word, arguing qtiltc
children's education is not an assembly
more difficult to measure educational
line activity. However, -productivity- is outcomes than manufacturing output.
such as the number and quality of cars
in fact a neutral concept. Given the
produced by an assembly line, learning
organization of work under mass
assessments cell us what a student
production, productivity improvement
knows and can do after completing a
inevitably took the form of Chaphn's
certain level of education.
film. As the organization of work in
American companies changes to emphaA more productive system is one
size judgment and expertise even on the
that generates more output for any
shop floor, improving productivity takes
given amount of resources invested.
forms appropriate to enterprises such as
Companies improve their productivity
teaching and learning.

Simply put. a measure of productivity tells us how effectively certain
resources are used to produce certain
outcomes. It is no more than the ratio

of outcomes to inputs. In manufacturing, labor, energy, and steel might be
resources. while the outcomes could be
the number of automobiles produced.
Productivity, then, would be measured
by the number of cars produced b% the
labor. energy, and steel. Similarly, in thc
arts industry the resources might be the
10
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in several ways. They substitute cheaper
but equally effective resources for more
expensive ones. They switch to more
effective resources that cost the same as
less effective ones. They incorporate
improved ways ot using resources to

produce better outputin other words.
0,'et more Out Of fixed resources. These
factors include the quality of management. motivation and intensity of
effort, the elimination of restrictive
rules and regulations. technology that
complements the skills of labor. and

"In faa, American ducation
better practies that produce more
learning than alternatisc prac(ices.

may well not have become any less

productive over time."

In education. any factor that .11 teas

the rel itionship between the resources
used and the cognitive learning gamed

affects productivity. Productivity
changes :an in:lude technological
advances, such as the use or multimedia
to teach mathematics: substitution of
inputs ti th a higher rate of return
possibly teachers for those with a
lower rate of return possibly administrators : i More intensive use of resources , using school buildings all
year); increasing the amount of effort
by staff and students by increasing the
satisfaction that they derive from
teaching and learning; focusing resources on student achievement rather
than on ancillary activities: or increasing
student homework, which could make
classroom time and therefore teachers
and other budgeted inputs more productive.

HAS THE SYSTEM'S
PRODUCTIVITY DECLINED?
During the past 20 years. per-pupil
spending has nearly doubled :rising
from S 2
5 per student in I 970 to
S5,401 in 1990 in constant dollars) at
the same time that the average test

scores of students have remained stable.
Although some observers have interpreted these trends as evidence of

declining productivity in the provision
of 1:-1 2 education. the Consortium
reached a different conclusion. The
growth in spending is partially attributable to cost pressures that affect all
service sectors throughout the economy

and by the allocation of increasing
amounts of funds to meet the mandated
needs of students with special needs. In
addition, demands on the education
system have grown as schools have had
to serve an increasingly diverse student
population. In fact. American education
may well not have become any less
productive over MM.
The key terms for estimating
changes in educational productivity were

changes in inputs. outputs. and the
harshness of the environment in which
educational outputs are being produced.

In its most simplified terms, the Consortium defined the rate of growth in
productivity as a function of: thegrowth
rate 0-output learning, per student, minus the
rate 0-growth

hudgeted inputs, plus (-haves

In the harshness of the enpironment.1 What

I lac productis its of inir education Ns stem cimnot be directly observed. Hence, ne must inake micrenees
about it 1.1 t,M Int of It IL .111
nun' outcome,. inputs. and the harshness oltlic emironment. Stamm: from a
model in which the rite ot growth of student outcomes is decomposed into the rate of growth of productivts,
inputs, and the h.it,hnoiN of the t.ns tronment, %se rcarraneyd terms to obtain the following espression for the
11

I

= rates ot change, P = productivity. 0 =
ot productisitv P = 0' - al' + c.F: where: prime
rate of
ihcir ,ontribution to It. innhnic oid:onics. cd =
.11 = hudoeted mmit,
learronc
on learnmg outcomes production
ens trisninvnta: factors neveincd Iss their
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this tells Lls is t hat at die ',Mlle let CI or

laitor from the Allah SIS. Schools can

system productivity and budgeted
inputs, increases in environmental

otherwise be criticized for declining or
\teak product is ity \ hen in fact the true
culprits ire actors largely outside the
control of Schools that make it more
difficult to educate young people.

harshness %%ill reduce learning: decreases
in harshness sy ill increase a.

Our assumptions raise No
questions:
IN Wks did %%e include .1 measure of the

harshness of the emironment in the
equation:
N Why did we not include a measure of

student effort:
In terms of the first question. the
Consortium recognized that the environment for learning is affected by
factors beyond the school's control,
such as the proportion of the students
that come from disadvantaged households or the proportion requiring
bilingual education. Schools that have
above-average proportions of such
children usually require more budgeted
inputs, such as teachers, than die
average school to produce comparable
levels of learning. Put a different way. a
deterioration in the environment
reduces t he amount of learning that
occurs unless resources are increased to
offset environmental factors that
constrain learning.
Not taking the social ens ironment
into account biases assessments of
school productivity. Any increase in
resources used to offset social factors
that inhibit learning will depress estimates of the product is it y of schools
unless a measure of environmental
harshness lets LIS separate out this
12
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The other issue IS Why student
effort is not treated as separate from
the performance of. schools. The
Consortium concluded that student
el fort is a [unction of parental support
of education and of how well the school
Structures the learning situation tO
stimulate student learning. The first
component of student learning ,,Ithe
home is largely. out of the control of
the school and is already captured in
our measure of- the harshness of the
environment. The second is under the
control of the school and can be expected to vary, depending on how
productive the school is.

Using this formula. the Consortium
analyzed how productively the education system has performed over time.
Its analyses not only challenge the
commonly held view that education is
becoming less productive than before.
but also challenge common assumptions
about the learning outcomes generated
by the system and the resources expended by K-I2 education. \Vhile the
Consortium could not exactly pinpoint
the behavior of each factor that generates the results of the system over the
last 20 years, the evidence suggests the
folios% ing:

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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01 Since the mid-1970s student performance as measured by test scores has
not declined, but has remained stable.
commonly held but 111,i,:illrati
belief chat today's students are
learning less than students of-previous generations reflects the highly
publicited decline in SXT scores.
Such scores, however. are a misleading
standard

lc Iv

to I ild0,0 o erall

educational trends..they provide
information only about those high
school students who plan to attend
colleges and universities, and even
within that segment of the student
population they reflect socio-economic background as well as academic
achievement. They are also influenced
by whether or not a student has taken
a test preparation course. Nlore
appropriate measures of student
performance show change in average
achievement for 9-, 3 -. and I 7-yearolds in writing. mathematics, reading,
I

science, and civics over a two-decade
period. Some gains in reading are
offset by losses in science achievement; mathematics and writing show
virtually no change. Improvements in
basic skills are counterbalanced by
declines in the proportion ot- students
who can demonstrate effective
reasoning skills. Overall, howeser, the
record of- average achievement in
these time Series Measures IS one of
stability. At the same time, across the
two decades specific subgroups
Blacks and Hispanics improved
their performances at particular ages

m particular subjects Mullis. Owen,
and Phillips. 190i)

While American schools are not
performing as %%ell as they should. the

Consorti LIM bel !eyes tba t thy/-0/i/t/l/ /S
nv leu vitality

NIT,/ 1111

pet-AV-

/Hance 011/I Nst, but uhdevilali vitality 10
1s1 Cthrurr Dunno
the industrial era that lasted for most
of this century, a young person could

meet l& nails of 11.1

'Since the mid- was student
peOrmance as measured by test
scores has not declined, but has
remained stable."

drop out of school and still obtain a
low-paying but decent job and earn an
adequate lis Mg. Those who graduated
f-rom high school possessed the
knowledge and skills necessary to get
a factors' or other job and work for an
entire lifetime without further
education. The economy required
that only a minority of workers be
able to handle abstract thinking skills
and engage in some continuous
learning throughout their careers. In
today's post-industrial ,or -information- or -learning- society, the bars
have been raised. Jobs with living
wages for high school dropouts have
all but disappeared, and jobs that in
the past could be performed with rote
skills now reolnre knowledge of
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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mathematics, computer expertise, ,md
other higher order thinking skills.
Moreover, workers !mist be prepared
to continue to learn new things
throughout their working careers.
The consequences of these cly.nges
for schools are enormous. They mean
that schools must now equip most
students with the clunking and other
skills that in the past were required
for only a small minority of students.
IN Real per-pupil costs for K- 12 education have increased, but not by as
much as most people think. The
increase has been greatly influenced
by rising costs for special education.

The common belief that more
money is going into education is
correct; the average per-pupil spending has increased significantly during
the past 20 years. Even after adjusting for changes in prices as measured
by the Consumer Price Index CPI),
total per-pupil spending between
1974 and 1993 increased by over 64
percent. However, this large percentage increase significantly overstates
the increase in resources. For a true
picture or the resources available to
the typical student, one must use
more appropriate adjustments for
inflation than the CPI and examine
the fiscal impact of the increase in
special education students during the
period.
Using the Consumer Price Index,
or CPI, to adjust for inflation ap-

14
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pears to overstate the inciease in real
spending on education The CPI
correctly indicates the inflationadjusted impact of- additional education spending on the ability of
consumers to but' a genetal basket of
goods and sei ices \ more relo ant
measure of the real increase in education spending, should use an index 101
the prices of Elk inputs used in 12
education, not consumer goods in
general. Such a price index is ax ailable
only for the period 1975-1991 It
shows that during this I 6-year
period, the price of inputs into
education increased at a signiricanth
faster rate than consumer prict_s in
general. When this more appropriate
deflator is used, the rate of increase
in real spending falls to 3 percent
for this period, substantially less than
the 50 percent increase fot the same
period when the CPI is used
I

The second factor influencing real
spending in education is the influence
of special education spending on
overall expenditures Costs or special
education account for some of the
increase in per-pupil expenditures
during the period The introduction
of the 1975 Education for All
Handicapped Children law has meant
that roughly ten percent of all students receive more than tr. ice as
much in per-pupd funding as other
students.
A 1988 studs shom%ed that it costs
2.3 times more on Aerage to teach
special education students, %%ho are

prices of inputs specific co K-12, and
special education costs on estimates
of real increases in iotits. Between
1978 and 1980, per-pupil spending
increased by 107.5 percent. unad-

legall% entitled co such inst:.uction.
than it does to educate regular

student, Moore, 1938

.

In 1994,

the ,nerage Npecial education student

cost New York City S18.705-2.9

justed for inflation. Adjusting for

times the ,St.500 cost for the average
krk Times. June
,tudent
rhus. some of the
27, 1994, p.B
measui Id I ncreae ill average perpupil ,pending is targeted at special

general inflation reduces this increase
to I 9.4 percent. and using the

deflator more appropriate to K-12
inputs further reduces the percent
increase to 1 2 . 1 percent. When the
costs of special education students

Lducation children, with little or no
benefit for tne great majority of
_

_

are excluded, the increase in per-pupil
spending becomes 8.1 percent.

students %%ho are not in special

education.

Over time the environment in which
schools are teaching and students are
learning has become less conducive to

2 prices
Using the index of
instead of the 051 and adjustinvz for

the impact of special education. the
Consortium arrives at a much lower
increase in per-pupd spending. Since
data on special education costs are
aailable only for the 1978-86
period Table 1. I *elow is included
simpl% to show the cumulative effects
of general inflation, inflation of the

learning.

The U.S. student pordation is
increasingly minority, disadvantaged,
non-English speaking, living in
broken homes, and subject to violence
in the community and in school.
These negative environmental factors

TABLE 1 . 1 : PERCENT INCREASES IN PER-PUPIL

EDUCATION COSTS ( 1978-1986)
UNADJUSTED FOR INFLATION (FALL ENROLLMENT)
ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION USING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (CPI)

1 07.5%
1 9.4%

ADJUSTED WITH A MORE APPROPRIATE EDUCATION COST INDEX
.(DEFLATED BY EDUCATION DEFLATOR, NO ADJUSTMENT

12.1%

FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS)

ADJUSTED WITH THE EDUCATION COST INDEX AND WITH SPECIAL

8. 1%

EDUCATION STUDENTS EXCLUDED
SOURCE: Helen Ladd, memorandum 1994.
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'Changing the way education is
delivered to increase its

productivity is directly within the
control of poliryrnakers and
educators and IS our one hest hope

for increasing student learning
across the system."

exceed positive changes In the environment, such as the increasing
percent of children attending preschool, a rise in the education lex el of

the average parentmd a decline in
the use of drugs.

Taking into consideration these

three factorsstudent performance,
real expenditures tor the average pupil.
and the social factors external to the

school that influence learningthe
Consortium concludes that productivity in education has held steady over the
past 20 years, not declined. In fact,
the Consortium were to have predicted
current student performance levels one
or two decades ago, based on current
demographics. Increased poverty of the
school population, and current resources, we might have predicted school
and student performance that is %%orse
than it is now. However, student learning as measured by test scores is holding steady and even rising ill sonic
subjects for some students.
Regardless of how one interprets
the recent past. the Consortium argues
that schools Itne 0 become more
18 * USING WHAT WE HAVE

List tOo ol
product I\ e in the lin iii e
the variable, that ha%e a direct bearing
on educational outcomesthe harshness of the environment and real
spending available to the typical NCL1-

dentmay be difficult to control.
Unfortunately, educators can do little
about sociological factors that make
schools more dangerous and students
more vulnerable and less able to locus
on learnin. Similarly, with taxpayers in
open revolt and reluctant to increase
support tor schools or other purposes,
it is hard to imagine spending increasing noticeably tor education, especially
it-taxpayers arc cynical about the quality
of our schools.
However, changing the way education is delivered to increase its produc-

tivity is directly within the control of
policymakers and educators and is our
one best hope for increasing student
learning across the system. The nation's
need for an educated labor force in the
21st Century cannot be met unless the
institution on which we depend to
educate us finds ways to increase its
productivity.

PRODUCTIVITY LESSONS

FROM OTHER FIELDS
The Consortium examined how
other industries and sectors have
improved their productivity to see how
K-I2, education can yield a greater
return on imestment.

20

those of their counterparts in the ()thei

Placing a Priority on Productivity

industrialized com ties. The effort to

Industries successf ul III raising

productit ay place a priori ti. on in-voting relationships between quantities and
types of resources and results. l'or

set goals and standards for the system
represented a response Co American
st udent s relat it el\ hitt pertormance.

example. they hate redesigned their
internal processes to make more ellec-

"Contrag to popular beliefs', the

iive use of lived resources.

Historically. educators .ind
policymakers have not used a productivity t ramew ork f or improt I ng educat

They have attended sometimes to
quantities oi resources. sometimes to
how resources are used, and sometimes
to Outcomes. but separately rather in
relation to each other. Pro/min./iv can
improve nu& if Ihe analvire fi-ametivrk
,vrides deerstens
resources dn. used, /0

1-i-sources, l

2

/Vit.

OlarOmes.

In the I 970s. polict makers concentrated on quantities of resources.
especiallt in the context of .:chool
f inance cases that brought to light huge
disparities in per-pupil spending across
school districts. In the early I 980s,
spurred by d A'arren at Risk policy

attention shifted to inputs, such as the
number of school days. that might
plausiblt affect outcomes. LIR-atop.
also began to look at how time was
used in terms of student course-taking
patterns and requirements. Howeter.
initially these reform ideas were not well
connected to outcomes. I hiring the late
k)f.:Os and ILNos the policy focus
Shlited to outcomes. partly as a result
of comparisons of the educational
achictements of American student', uk

United States provides more

annual instructional hours at the
primag level than most other
industrialked countries..."

-111111=11111MMIIIIMINF
Had actors in the educational
system focused On the relationships
between educational inputs and out-

comesLe.. on productivitythev
probablv would have found inputoutcome patterns that would have
allowed a more effective response to the
lower performance of American sindents in international comparisons.
One of the best and well-known predictors of learning is time-on-task, a
lunction of the number of classroom
hours used in learning and hours spent
on homework. The number of houN
available t-or instruction per day or I e.11

is usually a fixed resource that can be
used more or less elle:tit ell'.

Contrary to popular beliefs. the
United States provides more annual
instructional hours u the primary let el
than most other industrialized countries for which we have data. We hat e
fewer school dat 1 per veal than several
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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countries. but each school day is longer,
resulting in more instructional hours
per year. Of 15 countries, including
France. Germanyind Switzerland, the
United States is second only to the
Netherlands in the number of annual

instructional hours 0001 versus 1019
hoursj, the average annual instructional
hours for the 15 countries being S25.
At the high school levelill countries
increase their instructional hours. the
United States by less than some other
countries. At this level the United
States is fifth out of 14 countries.
providing an average instructional ear
of 1032 hours versus the average of
959 hours for all 14 countries (Table
PI 2, p.168, Education at a Cana: OECD
lateators, Paris: Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1995).

Given more instruct, )nal hours per
Year than many countries, the United
States does not seem to be .,,etting as
much learning of the foundation
subjects out of these hours as these

other countries. The performance of
American students often declines
relative to their counterparts in other
countries as they move through the
grades. For example. in 1991 American
nine-vear-olds scored ninth in mathematics out of ten countries; 13-yearold Americans tied for last out of the
same ten countriesmd the gap between
the average U.S. performance and that
of the other nine countries was greater
for the 13- than for the nine-year-olds.
In other words, the value added of each
additional year of education betw een
ages nine and I 3 was less than in
comparison countries (U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, 1993a, pp.50, 227228, and 232-233).
What is going on? There
FIGURE 1 .1 : NUMBER OF HOURS

are several plausible explana-

OF INSTRUCTION PER YEAR

tions for these facts. However, a strong candidate is the
cumulative effect over the
grades of a less effective use
of the school day and a less
effective use of studcnt time
outside of school than other
industrialized nations.
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The National Education
Commission on Time and
Learning identified the
standard school schedule of
5 -minute periods as a basic

22

FIGURE 1.2: THE FINAL FOUR YEARS

'design flaw" in our
education system. Under

IN FOUR NATIONS' ESTIMATED REQUIRED
CORE ACADEMIC TIME

the usual schedule. Students rush from math class
LO physical education co

history. Te ac.iers are

JAPAN

expected to reduce complex
FR...14GL

subjects into short blocks
of rime, sandw iched be-

GERMANY

tween driver's education
and lunch. Those w ho need
extra time to master
SOURCE
subjects do not get it:
those who do not need the
time that is available find
themselves bored and losing interest
as the day wears on.

American schools typically teach too
many subjects that stray too fat from
their central foct,-, of developing
knowledge and skills in the foundation subjects. Compared to schools
in Japan. France, and Germany.

American schools spend a much
smaller percent of school time on
academe learnug. The graph above
(Figure 1.22) shows that students in
these other countries receive more
than double the number of academic
instructional hours as American

students for the final four years a
school. The Commission found that
American students can receive a high
school diploma even if they devote
only 41 percent of their classroom

timc to academic subjects. During
the 1980s, in response to concerns
about American students pert ormance. polic,.makers setIOUSIV WS-

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED

Vzuonal Ed:mit:on Commuswn on Twit and Ltarnmg, 1994

cussed adding days to the school year.

However, in the absence of understanding how mstruetwnal hours a/ready
purchased were beng used, this step would

have added costs with only a diluted

return in the form of more learning.
The limited amount of homework
required of students in most schools
means that K-12 education fails to
take advantage of two largely untapped resourcesstudent effort and
parent effort. As we see later, the
cause of lower homework hours
seems to be more the parents than the
schools, in that many families have

implicitly shifted almost all responsibility for educating their children to
the schools. However, whatever the
causeimong 1 3-year-olds in 19
countries. U.S. students had the
second highest percentage who did no
daily homework, had the seventh
highest percentage who did only an
hour of- homew ork or less per day,
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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"Wtthout a focus, our schools do

more work and produce fewer
results than they would otherwise
accomplish."

and ranked fifteenth out of '0 in the
percent who did Cwo or more haurs
Departor homework per In.
ment or Education. 199 3 a. -Fable 404, pp. 5 0 !.

Studies show that companies with a
diffuse focus fail to raise productivity.
Greater diversification reduces productivity: greater focus on core activities
increases it 1._ichtenberg, I002). In the
,-)80s many U.S. companies produced a
broad array of products under single
corporate rook, and profits declined.
When they returned to their product
basics, their productivity improved.
The analogy to education is obvious: schools have taken on more functions than they can carry out well. As
I 095

says, schools have

become "mushy all-purpose institutions" that lose sight of the basic

purposeacademic instruction. Typical
comprehensive high schools, for example, have diffuse missions defined by
external funders and regulators. Staff
have no overarching goal. being caught
up in fragmented programs such as
attendance outreach, parenting classes.
ethnic music and art programs. drug
prevention programs. AIDS education.
20

Some of these programs are worthwhile
and perhaps e\en essential. Pr()blems
arise when these separate programs

displace the oerarching learning goals
or are not articulated with them.
Compared Co schools 1vith focused
missions, SChook ith diffuse missions
graduate a significantly smaller percent

or students, and a smaller percent take
the SAT, w ith lower average combined
SAT scores Hill, Foster, and Gendler,

I090).

Clear Focus

Shanker

and housing for homeless students.

USING WHAT WE HAVE

This lack of focus on academics
squanders the longer hours of instruction at our schools and further depresses their productivity. Without a
focus, our schools do more work and
produce fewer results than they would
otherwise accomplish.

R&D Investments
A major source of productivity
gains is developing better practices and
improving existing ones. Although some
of these improvements may occur by

chance or emerge out of practitioners
daily activities. they are oft,n the result
of deliberate investments in research
and development ..,R&D) and strategies
for assessing the effectiveness of
innovations. There is clear evidence that
increased investments in R&D in the
private sector result in productivity
payoffs. In the global ek-onomy, coun-

tries supporting industrial R&D arc
movilw, ahead of those that are not.
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FIGURE 1.3: FEDERAL R&D IN SELECTED
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dom.u11-111 other words.

tinprotected in that it is a\ ailable to the
public. Thus, the results of R&D
funded b\ Nlassachusetts are vailable
to the schools of Wisconsin. This
situation is a classic example of what
economists call the free-rider prob-

lemin other words. parties who do
not contribute to the production of the
R&D ,Jet a "free ride- %kith regard to its
results.

With major changes in the

I

Qtli

Cr-

mulct.. management, .md iillancIn g of
the educational system. One can CM !Sion
the crrter.zence of private companies

willing to ullest in educational R&D
because they can sell better practices lo
school% 1.01..1 profit. However. for the
foreseeable future. educational R&
common or public good, making the

,1

federal government the natural provider.
And in lact. although the federal
government is the primary funder of
R&D in education. its investment is
minuscule, amounting to only 0.08
porcent of the sector's total recurrent
and capital costs of S229.9 billion for
1990-91. In contrast, the federal
government invests I 3.2 percent in
R&D for total national expenditures ill
defense.
Co percent of total federal
e\ pendit tires in heaithInd 1.3 percent
of total
rendinlres in health.
In the private sector the average R&D
investment is three percent of total
COItt,

11w federal government also invests
!wailli in disseminating best practice in

agriculture Ilirot41 agricultural estenUSING WHAT WE HAVE
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sion services and in medicine through

the National Institutes of Health. Rut
the educational equivalentsnational
centers and laboratories funded by the
U.S.

Department of Education's Office

of Educational Research and Improve-

memare grossly underfunded relative
to their missions. While the tools of
other professions have been extensively

tested, in education it

is the clients

studentswho are tested, not the tools.
Carnme. 1994 )

"Inadequate researchfor developing

and using cffictive instructional tools

and practias paralKes genuine
educational iffrim. A groceg shopper
can find orit morefrom a label on a hox

of areal than an educator can about a

set of educational tools textbooks,
aaivity guides; computer programs,

films, etc.that cost millions G./dollars
to develop and market. Science in the

Puhlic Interest made national news in

Large productn its gains occur in
industries ss hen films analsze the
success of other companies an,.; incorporate superior pi actices Into their ostn
production and management ens ironments. Schools do not beh.ne like tirms,
in that better practices usualb, fail to
diffuse. Ihus, man\ schools in the
system art operating suboptimalls and
could impose their pi oductis it simpl%
by adopting available best practices
Policymakers and reformeis in
education tend to [These in the theory
of spontaneous diffusion schools seek
improved practice and thus %sill naturally find and adopt examples of better
practice once these are visible demonstrated. In the words of the mos te Ite/d

of Drearns,-11: ou build it, they will
come." This is the theor behind federal
packaging and dissemination

lighthouse schools, model schoolsmd
experimental schools Unfortunately,

apple and lemom juice in it than peach

several empirical studies, beginning as
far back as 1972, has e discredited the
theory. Demonstrated better practices

juice. .Tht provisions do not exist to

do not automaticalls diffuse among k-

_lune o.11.972 when it reported that

packager peach juice had more grape,

determine the stycei), and cfficieng of the

educational 1Gols that are at the heart of

our educational gstan. According to the

Education Product Information
Exchange, such tools art usedfrom

percent to go percent of the jo hillion
hours in which America's 40 million
students are in school (Komoski;

1992)." (Carnme, 1994)
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Incorporating Best Practice

I

2 schools

Part of the problem is that schools
do not look outside of themsehes to
learn best practices used bs other
schools, school districts, or industries
As we see later, the prcs ailing man.ws-

ment of schools creates incento es for
schools to look upward at thc bureaucratic hierarchy rather than outward for
impros ed piactice

USING WHAT WE HAVE
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In sum. w hen the education system
is compared with other industries, its
central problems all involve difficulties
with produdivav-improtyq Arve The
issue is not that individual teachers and
schools do not innovate and change all

the time. They do. The problem is
with the kinds of changes that occur in
the education system, their fragile
quaiity. and their random and idiosyncratic nature. The changes that occur

leaders and disappearing, as these
individuals leave or tire. And change is
rarely industry-wide. In other words.
the education system is reduced to
fighting for improvement foxhole by
foxhole. or school by school, because
mechanisms for industry-wide improvement seem to be missing.

IC is to solve these puzzles that we
now turn to the next section.

are not necessarily productivity-improving changes. in diat tnev re of ten not
well tested and tend to be at the mar.
gins of practice rather than at the core
of teaching and learning. Cliange
often fragile. being unduly d:pendent
on particulark gifted teachers and

USING WHAT WE HAVE
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PART 11: A COMPLEX SYSTEM
membeTs_for his images
Ii is as thoqh an artist were tosather the handsieet, head and other

from diverse models, each part exrellently drawn, hut not related to a single hodv,

and since they in

no way match each other; the result would Or a monster rather than a man."

-Copernicus in letter to Pope Paul III (I 543)

actions. They also are influenced 131; the
way the system is organized, the available knowledge base on how to improve
student learningind the way informa-

Elementary/secondary education is a

complex enterprise; it is governed at
multiple levels w ith over 84,000 schools

reporting to more than 15,000 districts
that report co 50 states. It also is
determined by the interactions of nearly
200,000 district administrators, over
120,000 principals, 2.5 million teachers, and 43 million students. It includes
millions of school nurses, bus drivers,

tion flows from school to district and
school to school. The education system
is essentially an invisible web of basic
relationships between people and
functions chat affects the behavior of
everyone operating in schools.

parents, volunteers, and paraprofes-

All biological systems, such as
human beings, and social systems, such
as K-I 2 education, arc open systems.

sionals.

The behaviors of all those who are
part of thc system are deeply motivated

by their goals and their perceptions of
the institution's goals and by the
intended and unintended incentives that
reward and punish them for different

This means that they depend on the
external environment for their continued existence, in that they must obtain
resources from the external environment
to renew cycles of input, production.

and output. In education the system takes

AN OPEN SYSTEM

in political and financial resources, uses

F>

RESOURCES
(DOLLARS, POLITICAL
SUPPORT)

OUTPUT
( EDU CATED STUDENTS

WHO CAN CONTINUE
TO LEARN)

them to create a

unique product or
service, and sends the

results into the surrounding environment
of communities, states,
and thc nation.

CUSTOMERS
(TAXPAYERS, EMPLOYERS, HIGHER
EDUCATION NS TITUTIONS
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Recognizing that the education
syste IS MI Open SVSteln haS a particu-

larly important implication. In open
systems groups outside the system
affect the system's survival and abihiv
to change. Public education survives
only as long as those who provide the
resources that the system needs
taxpayers. legislators. school boards
find the product acceptable. It has been

argued that publicly funded systems will
change only if they, like private sector
companiesire subject to competitive
forces. In fact, both public monopolies
and companies die if they do not satisfy
those who provide those resources
needed to continue. It takes longer for
public monopolies than for companies
to die, but public monopolies that do
not satisfy those who finance them will
not survive. The mechanisms by which
those who provide resources register

their rejection can also differfor
example. taxpayer revolts rather than
just shifting to competitive brands, but

customers of both public monopolies
and private companies will ultimately
find ways to force change.

schools increasingly sense that 'every-

thing-seems-connected-to-everythingthat their work settings are
else'
made up of parts that influence one

another:.

FUNCTIONS OF THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM
The system itselfthe area within
the triangle of the last chartis comprised of many parts that interact. The
continuous process of taking in resources, creating the unique educational
product of student learning, and sending that product into the larger society
is carried out by subsystems. Each of
these subsystems performs a special

function. Together they determine the
output of the educational system as a
whole, that is. the quality and quantity
of student learning.
The Consortium conceptualized the
education system as consisting of eight
subsystems that should perform the
following functions:

The governance subsystem sets goals

The American Association of
School Administrators points out that
the first problem of systemic change is
to find the system before You fix it: "In
American education it's become cliche
to blame 'the system' and demand

and accountability standards for the
education system:

systemic dingy, yet there is little agreement as to what the system actually

and monitors their expenditure:
measures system performance to
determine if it is meeting the stake-

looks like. Some even question whether
or not there is a system. Yet, there is a
system there. People who work in
26

The management subsystem aligns
resources, subsystems, and organiza-

tions to meet the goals of the
system's governors: spends resources

holders' needs, wants, and expecta-

USING WHAT WE HAVE
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tions; and resok es conflicts between
hierarchical levels;

The financing subsystem allocates
resources and provides incentives for
the subsystems to align their actmties around the meeting of the
priorities lor the system;

The teaching and learning subsystem
delivers (Ilk.. service that det-ines the

sector's unique place in society;
The adaptative and innovative subsystem counteracts tendencies of the
other subsystems to persist rather
than change; measures performances
of subsystems and the system as a
whole; scans the environment for
changes in customer needs; ensures
essential R&D; and fosters and
diffuses productivity-enhancing
innovations;

The hiring and purchasing subsystem
obtains from the environment the
human and physical assets needed to
produce learning;
The outplacement subsystem ensures

that external customerssuch as
colleges, employers, and the public
accept thc schools' graduates and
trust that the school system has
provided these graduates with the
necessary knowledge and skills; and
The maintenance subsystem, including personnel operations, building
and vehicle maintenance units, and
accounting services, provides the
internal support that keeps the
system running.

Each of these functions, discussed
at length in Parr Ill. is not an isolated
or disconnected activity. Each is a
crucial part of the whole system, whose
results are a joint product of how well
each of its functions are performed.

THE WHOLE ELEPHANT
Understanding that education is a
system has a major implication. Systems have integrity, and reforming
subparts of systems without understanding their larger context risks
failure. The history of reform in
education is largely a history of mistaking parts of the K-12 education system
for the whole. Educators. policymakers
and the public have usually attributed
all problems to whatever piece they
happen to know. championing solutions
that address only part of the problem,
and becoming disappointed by the
limited leverage that their solutions
turn our to have.

The Sufi tale of the three blind men
and the elephant describes the usual
pattern of educational reform. The
first blind man felt the ear, exclaiming,
"It is a rough thing, wide and broad, like
a rug." The second blind man, holding
the tail said, "tio, it is a rope." The
third blind man, touching a front leg,
argued, "I have the true facts. It is
mighty and firm, like a pillar."

USING WHAT WE HAVE
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As Senge says in The iyih Ase Tlmr,
dividing an elephant in half does not
produce two small elephants: it
produces a mess. Leverage for change
lies in interactions between all parts of
the system and that cannot be seen from
looking only at the piece in one's hands.
For this reason, any reform that tackles
only a piece of the problem will fail.

For decades many good ideas have
foundered because they addressed only
part of the complete system. Site-based
management, tor example, can initially
increase teacher engagement and motivation. but research is showing that
other conditions have to be in place for
this reform to realize its potential. In
the absence of effective governance.
destructive politics at the district level

canand often dosimply shift to the
school level. Although site-based
management gives teachers the autonomy to innovate, they have not
28
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automatically blossomed with innovative ideas that had been thought to be
suppressed by the old system. For
example. when Austin. Texas schools
were given complete authority over their
budgets. only three schools Out Of 1 6
tried anything new in the area of teaching and learning ,,Murnane. 1995
What is becoming apparent is that
teachers often lack knowledge of the
educational practices that might improve their school's performance and
chat the supply ot productivity-enhancing ideas is meager and usually untested.

THE ICEBERG AND
U NSEEN FORCES
Social systems are like icebergs.
The part above the surface is easily
visible but much less powerful in

defining the whole than the part below

31

THE ICEBERG EFFECT
the surface. Fhe education
system is no exception. "Hie
easily observed parts of the
system. such as school facilities. outcomes measured by
test scores, the hierarchies of
the bureaucracy's reporting
relationships, and school
%iolence. are less powerful in

SYM.TOMS
ACY

MSS
RES
TICS

I.cc

more pourrtul

defining how the system
operates. 'the real drivers of

the systerrl'S behaviorsIts
"root causes"are less visible:
hidden goals, community
values and standards, the
community's political culture. teacher
traditions and norms, student values
.md beliefs, and implicit incentives such
as performance standards.
Inevitably, it is the parts above the
surface that tend to draw the most
attention and that are the focus of most
efforts to Improve schools. Getting real
leverage on the system requires looking
beneath the surface of-what the education system appears to be to understand
the root causes of its behaviors.
Senge I (-)90, shows how "seeing"
systems ill particular ways helps to see
beneath the surface.

Structure influences behavior. In all
organizations, not just those in
education, when performance fads to
meet expectations. the tendency is to
blame someone or somethingeither
external forces or individuals' mistakes. However, systems cause their
own crises. The best work in the

social sciences on institutional

changeinstitutional economics,
organization theory, political science.
sociology, social pmchology, and
systems analysisshows that actors
behave in accord with their perceptions of the institution's goals;
constraints that they face, whether in
the torm of power. information, or
skill; and intended and unintended
incentives that reward and punish
them for different actions. In short,
they behave in accord with the
framework constructed around them.
This explains why we find behavioral similarities across industries for
people who have the same responsibilities.

The interrelationships between
people in the system control the
behavior of the system. These relationships are the "operating policies"
that people use to translate perceptions. goals, rules, and norms into
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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"In education as in otherjields,
chagge does not necessarily mean

improvement. Determining"
change IS positive requires ways of
checAing performance."

CREATING I M PROVEM ENT:

EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK AND
TH E DYNAMICS OF CHANGE
In education as m other fields,
change does not necessarily mean

unprocment. Determining if change is
action. Those who are part of the
system talk about these rules and
norms as "the ways we do things
here." These "operating policies" can
impede improvements as when people

positive requires ways of checking
performance.

see themselves as relatively powerless
or threatened, which can cause them
to interact competitively. Changes in

Educators and policymakers med
mechanisms to monitor the course of
change. These mechanisms, sometimes
called corrective feedback loops, operate
like heating and cooling thermostats. A
goal is set-70 degrees tor a th.
)stat
or a rank of first for American students
in international achievement assessments of mathematics. Measures are
used to determine current perfor-

these "policies" can spark dramatic
change. Because people are part of the
structure, they also have the power to
alter the structure.
Leverage comes from new ways of
thinking. Problems within the system
and hopes for improvement are tied

to how those inside and outside of
education think about the system.
Understanding the structures that
cause a system's behaviors simultaneously reveals the real power to
change its behaviors.

EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK

mancesensors for a thermostat or
mathematics tests for students. If a gap
is detected between the goal and current
performance. corrective action is

takenthe air conditioning switches
off or more instructional time per week
is devoted to mathematics. Gradually

performance improvesthe room gets
These ideas helped the Consortium
understand why system behaviors stay
the same and how they might be
changed. They offered insights into how
people who shift responsibility for
failures onto others, continuing actions
they know to be ineffectual. can be
mobilized to alter the system.

30

warmer or test scores slowly move up.

If efforts to close a gap between
mathematics achievement goals and
students' mathematics performance fail,
we know that these efforts have run up
against forces that keep pulling the
system back to its stable state. Resistance to change is neither capricious nor
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mysterious. It almost always arises
trona threats to traditional ways of
doing things. The leverage for change in
a system lies in intervening at the point

Men t pay tor individual teachersas an
incentive also has negative effects. It

of these implicit norms and goals.

improving student learning rather than
competing and hiding successful

creates rivalry among teachers who need
to be encouraged to share ideas about

strategies.
CHANGE DYNAMICS

Educators and policymakers need

ways or -seeing" how different parts of
the system arc interacting. Are the parts
interacting to pull the system downward
in vicious circles or to generate continuous improvement?

Vicious circles. Not all change is
good. Changes introduced in the name

of reform may actually consp!r,
lower school and student performance.
School districts reinforce poor performance, for example, when untested fads
arc imposed on the schools without
adequate study and training. Nobody
benefits from the reform, which will
likely be abandoned in a few years for a
lack of results. These failures erode the
public's performance expectations for
the system, eventually eroding the
political and financial support necessary
to the system's survival. Failures also
increase the natural conservatism of
teachers, making the next change more
difficult to implement. Like all workers
responsible for creating their industry's
basic product, teachers are properly
wary of change. It is turbulent, and it
interferes wah "getting the job done."
which is how teachers are asked to
define their jobs and are judged. Using

The Consortium tound .1 number of
examples of dow nward spirals in the
system. For example. low quality
standards for educational R&D help
reduce demand for R&D by teachers,
and low demand reduces supply of

R&D. A number of factors combine to
diminish the capacity of schools to
change. These factors explain the
puzzling observation chat the frequent

Uchool districts reinforce poor
pegcormance, for example, when

untestedfads are imposed on the
schools without adequate study

and training."

changes in the education system do not
alter the fundamental way that teaching
and learning take place.

Continuous Improvement.

Changes

can reinforce each other and build, like
compound interest, to produce continuous change in a positive direction. A
simple example of a virtuous circle
occurs when teachers give students

positive attention for good work. This
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"...education lads incentives to
develop better practices, accepted

ways to discriminate between
effective and ineffictive innova-

tions, or the mechanismsfor
bringing them to scale. "

motivates students to work harder and
to perform better, which triggers more

Time dela\ s do not matter so much, tor
short-tIim issues How e%, r, the% are
very impoi tam in long-term actn ales,
such as district-wide school [dorm
Failing to anticipate the time that it
takes for change E0 be implemented and
to influence other parts of the st stem
results in mershooting the goal
premature termination of the el foi f
and other mappropi late I esponses

praiseind so on.
Comparing education and health
care reveals how poorly the education
system is structured to generate cumulative improvement. Although health
care is no shining example of the
equitable delivery of services, it does
show how an industry has been able to
steadily replace inferior practice with
better practice. It- we are sick, a is
much better to be sick in 1995 than IC
would have been in 1900. In contrast,
education lacks incentives to develop
better practicesiccepted ways co
discriminate between effective and
ineffective innovations, or the mechanisms for bringing them co scale.
Time Delays. Virtually all efforts to
change a social system take time. Time
delays are the elapsed time between an
effort to produce a change and when the
change occurs. A familiar biological
delay occurs in the period between
eating dinnet and no longer feeling
hungry. Another example is when one
regulates the water temperature of a
shower.
the water is too hot, the (old
water is turned on, but it will take a
short time for the effect to be felt.
32
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INDICATORS OF PRODUCTIVE

EDUCATION SYSTEMS
The basic problem w ith the Li S
education system appears to be its %cry
limited capacit% to continuously im-

prove its produccn ay The literature on
productnits, social organizations.
systems analysis, and education sstems
here and abroad gae the Consortium
initial entrt into this problem Using
the concepts and insights of this
literature to sohe the productn
puzzle was hard work and often frustrating Howeer, six "signals" or
indicators of an education system that
is productne emerged from the work
These indicators are used explicitly and
implicith to structure the subsequent
analysis
Focus

Actors in a productne system set a
yery limited number of fundamental
goals that are stable long enough to

achiexe thm A limited number of
goals towsts the efforts of the actors in
the system

a,

rely less heavily on kea/ romp/law to
rules and regulations, incentives that

Alignment
Actors in a productive system align
or organize all of the system's functions
around the achievement of- the goals.

derive their motive force from the fear
of punishment, and extrinsu mcentives,
such as pay, promotion, and praise.
These two forms of incentives are
needed and useful. For example. safety
regulations are important and must be
enforced, and some jobs do not lend
themselves as easily to intrinsic, as
opposed to extrinsic, incentives. I low-

Internal Adaptation
Actors in a productive ...ystein
routinely establish standards for and
measure the performances of thc major
subst.Steins. .1hev have correctie
mechanisms in place. which are mobilized when performance gaps arc de-

ever, these two types of incentives create
winners and losers and tend to secure
temporary compliance rather than

tected.

commitment. In educational systems,
where what is being motivated is essentially an intellectual effort, intrinsic
incentives acquire particular importance.

External Adaptation
Actors in a productive system
monitor not only how well they are
achieving their own goals, but also what

Continuous Improvement Processes

their customerssuch as the business
community or parentswant from the
system. They use customer feedback to
modify goals for the system.

Incentives
In a productive system, actors who
design as incentives rely primarily on
intrmsir incentives to motivate action.
Intrinsic rewards are ones that emerge

from the task activity itself Welldesigned work activities satisfy human
needs for originality, learning, collaboration, role elaboration, initiative, the use

It is not enough tor an organization
just to meet its original goals. Improving productivity is not a job that is
done just once. It requires continual reexamination and redirection of the
system to meet new and higher goals.
Benchmarking is one way to cOntinuous4 improve. Benchmarking combines
careful measurement of the
organization's current performance with
a search for practices elsewhere that
generate better performance.

of judgment and discretionind selfdetermination. Re lativ, to incentives
that reward and punish, intrinsic
incentives are more effective at altering
the attitudes that underlie behaviors
and at creating enduring commitment
to a value or action. Productive systems
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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The education system consists of ei6t interacting subsystems that sometimes
operate Nainst one another rather than in harmony. As thc U.S. Department of

'There Is a) lack of agreement
on a conceptual model of an optin-iallY functioning education system....Agrecing, on
a set of measures to describe the health of the education system requires broad
consensus on how the various pieces of- the system fit together. That consensus is
elusive and certainly does not exist at present.-

Education noted in "Education Counts- '1 991

This section provides much of the technical information underlyin the
Consortium's analysis of how to improve the productivity of-education. It defines
the roles of each of the subsystems and problems in these areas that affect the
productivity of tilt: system as a %%hole.
,

subsystems almost akays causes
system-wide problems.

-Fhese subsystems include the
follow ing:

Hiring and purchasin:,,, tuaching ,md
learnino,Ind outplacement encompass the basic workflow:
Ube maintenance subsystem provides
the internal Nen ices that let the
system continue this process:

These subsystems are functions. not
particular ark Wilts or oNanizational
locations within the system. For example. the governance t unction is
carried out by school boards.
tures, and the Congress. It is not
restricted EC) any one level of- .0,oiern-

Ihc adapme and innoiative sub-

ment or ownitational location. Simi-

system encompasses Wavs in which

lark, the maintenance f unction is not

the process can be improved or must
be changed in response to clianges in
external requirements;

just custodial servicesit refers to all
the functions that get students to and
from school (transport departments);

The g,overnance, management, and
finance subsystems steer the system
and set accountability standards for

get bills paid (accounting departments);
hire, lire, pay, and promote teachers and
staff (personnel departments;; and
generalli k..eep the system working.

it, ensure that the system meets these
standards, and assure its solvency.
Not surprisingly, failure in these

FIGURE 3.1 : RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

CONTROL, COORDINATE, DIRECT
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Table 3 I The Roles of the Subsystems In Creating a Productive Education System
Indicators of a Productp.c Lducation tivstem

Subsystrins

Focus

Governance

Continuous

External
Adaptation

Internal
Adaptation

Alignment

Incentives

Improvement

V

-...`c

Management

V

-...`c

*

Financing
Teaching & Learning

V

..;c

Outplacement

V

-...`e

*

Adaptation & Innovation
Hiring & Purchasing

V

Maintenance

.1

,

1
_.......t

V

V

/

,
,

V

Key:* = primary function for the subsystem V = ancillary function for the subsystem

The Consortium examined each of
the eight subsystems to determine their
focus and alignment, how well they
monitor performance and can adapt. and
their capacity for continuous improvement. Table 3.1 summarizes which
subsystems are responsible for crucial
areas of performance required to raise
the productivity of the education
tiVstern.

Ikintoones
'

Anon('

Ruing/

Pintas,

401ten/

OVIAXMOMI

!mita.

GOVERNANCE
Governance is about effectiveness:
ensuring that the organization or
system is doing the right job. ln the
public sector governance !legislative
bodies, such as local school boards or
the education subcommittees of the
U.S. Congress, are responsible lot

steering the systemsetting goals,
establishing the basis for its account-

abilitysetting performance standards.
resolving goal conflicts among constituents, and raising and allocating resources.

The American system of educational
governance is unique among industrialized countries, in that we have no
centralized ministry of education or
core national curriculum reinforced by a
national examination system. Since the
U.S. Constitution is silent about
education, the legal obligation to
provide public education falls to the
states, which in practice delegate the
responsibility to the 2.7 million members of locally elected school boards

Thus. all three levelsfederal, state,
and localretain a role in school
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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"The United States has less an

and the harmonious society. Ineitabl

education system than a political
system that putports to provide

education becomes a magnet for w ider
social issues, such as the preention of
crime and the enhancement of ethnic

education."

Health is another sector deepls
un oh mg people's dreams and !lopes.
and political battles arc fought over its
costs and R&D priorities. Rut there are
selves. and r,use and allocate resource!...
limits. Political conflicts do not affect
The United States has less an
the technical practice of medicine as
education system than .1 political system much as they do the practice of teachthat purports to provide education.
ing. In part, this is because the techniPolities, understood as the process by
cal base is much less well developed in
which we reconcile public differences in
education than in health. Accordingly,
interests, preferencesmd values, is
in education technical expertise poses a
proper m the public sector. In all
weaker barrier to the involvement of
countries the politics surrounding
interested parties and technical criteria a
education are greater than in most other weaker filter for the relevance of issues
public sectors because of education's
that arc raised (Hannaway. I 99 3
three main functions: socialization of
Another reason is that the health sector
the child to the community and the
has more quality assessment mechanation state, development of the skills
nisms than the education sector, allowrequired for economically productive
ing patients to rely more on mechaactivity, and the allocation of-opportunisms such as medical training, licensnity. Thus, discussions of schooling
ing, board certification. the Federal
involve people's dreams for their
Food and Drug Administration, and, in

governance. Each le% el must set goals
and quality standards, resolve conflicts
among constituents and among them-

.

children and their concepts of civic duty
7-44003111ko!A---0.

WHAT Do
EFFECTIVE
GOALS
LOOK LIKE?

EFFECTIVE GOALS ARE:
very limited in number (no more
than five and preferably fewer) to
enable focus and alignment of all
subsystems around their achievement.
Multiple goals dissipate focus and
prevent the amassing of resources
that a smaller number of goals allows
and that achieving goals at high
performance levels requires.

AWIIIM.111mi.mmwma.
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stable and unchanged unless there is
compelling evidence to alter the
Course.

focused on the first mission of the
sector, which is learning, not social
welfare. As the Committee for
Economic Development (1994)
argues, social services may be placed
in the schools, they may be delivered

flagrant cases, malpractice suits to
pi otect their interests.

Middle East peace agreement Public
.

Education presents a different
pictuie School boards across the
nation seem 'awash in bitterness ,ind
contention as they wrestle with divi,Re
political and social agendas" Committee for Economic Development. I99-1In districts school boards, parent
groups. teachers unions, principals. and
administrators often organize around
-narrow interests, competing to influence policy and trying to deflect initiatives adverse to their own special
interests.., in a perpetual tug-of-war
over the issues- (Public Agenda Foundation, 1993, p.1). Even active parents,
who might be expected CO try to protect
the students' interests, end up navigating their own children through the
system, agitating and pressuring until a
specific problem affecting their child is
resolved and then leaving the field. The
su' `.!Fintendent of one district described
his district as a "giant dysfunctional
family,- and a businessman compared
the superintendent's task of reconciling
competing interests to trying to get a
.

Agenda Foundation, 1994). In these
politics of- hyper-pluralism," it is not
surprising, to find high turnover rates
for superintendents: they average less
than six Years on the job, and big-city
superintendents a% erage 2. years.

This ugly picture show s the roots
of many problems in the system. Tbe
s-vsteni 5,4,overnors diinxe,eoals and multiply

exieni All disables- de srsieni
accountability mechanisms.

Goals Are Unstable
The political process behind goal
instability is power instability. Parties
with the greatest power at the moment
own the school agenda and pull it in
the;r direction. An example is the
takeover of school boards by the extremist groups. who try to bring schooling, such as curricula and textbooks,
into conformity with their values. As
power shifts, the new owners of the
agenda tug the schools in a different
direction. In fact, whir/ mav t called "school

MiIMMIOr

through the schools, but they should
not be made the responsibility of the
schools.

focused on the outcomes of the
sector, not on the means to achieve
outcomes. If goals should remain
stable, means shot.ld remain flexible.
allowing educators to respond to
local conditions in meeting core

learning objectives. Confusing ends
and means also encourages goal
proliferation.
translated into clear performance
standards around which teaching and
learning can be organized. These
standards can be measured so that
progress in achieving them can bc

monitored and creditably interpreted.

understood and accepted as
kgitixnate by all parties key to the
achievement of the goals.
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rtform- ofien simply Rends a shift in power

As the centers of power have multiplied
in the society, this process thiows
education into constant, destabilizing
turbulence, which exacts a very high

the investmen: is rarely realized before
the incompletely implemented program
is replaced with a new one.

price.

Goals Multiply

The basic price of goal instability is
that it disables the system's basic
accountability mechanism. It undermines the system's ability to monitor
performance relative to goals or to take
corrective action to close gaps between
desired and actual performance. Implementing new goals takes time. When
goals arc a moving target. onc is never
sure whether changes in the system
address new priorities or are the result
of implementing old goals. Without
appropriate diagnostic information, any
corrective action taken will have ques-

The same political process that
produces unstable goals also produces
multiple goals or "goal loading.'" Here
political conflict over goals is handled
not by shyitug goals. but by multtplymg
them. To quiet "squeaky wheels" in the
political process, a district, state, or
federal government will add regulations.
new goals, categorical programs. and
mandates. As the Committee for
Economic Development (1994) has
pointed out. policvmakers at all levels of
government have shifted the burden of
resolving major national problems onto
the schools, using them to implement
expanding social and ideological agendas. Goals have to be achieved in what

tionable relevance.

Unstable goals exact other costs.
Unstable goals result in a continuous
sense of failure and
cynicism, because goaL
change too rapidly for
people to be able to
achieve them, no
matter how hard thcy
try. The high turnover
rate of superintendents
stems in part from the
political cross-fires
that generate unstable
goals. They also reduce
thc rcturns on investments to achieve goals
because the value of

40
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are als ays limited iesources and time.
As goals multiply, those responsible for
meetiN them are forced to ignore some,
%acillare between them, or rob Peter to
pay Paul The fact that, in comparison
to other countries. American students
has e a relativels hiq,h number of formal
instructional hours but a low number
focused on academic subjects. is probably e\plained by attempts of schools to
meet multiple non-academic as well as
academic goals simultaneously, producing an infringement of non-academic
activities on academic time.

Both unstable goals and multiplying
goals diffuse focus, thc first by chang-

ing focus rapt& in short periods of
time and the latter by asking schools to
respond to too many goals at a time.
They also result in "flavor of the
month" reform or "reform du jour."
Research indicates that schools caught
in constant reform turbulence pay
significant costs in terms of students'
annual learning gains (Kyle, 1993)2.
They have no stable or limited objectives around which teachers and students can consolidate their teaching and
learning efforts
Suter both unstable goals and multiple goals

mak ii unpossiblt to achieve atrysoal weg thrr
_fuel a inaons arele of dednung customer

wet-mums for the system (goal trostolo, thus
endangemg the polmeal and finannal support

that the system needs to

survive. In undermin-

ing the schools' ability to meet goals,
goal instability ,.nd goal loading ultimately lower the expectations that
actors external to the system have for
schools and the performance standards
to which they hold them accountable.
When actors never see success because
goals are moving targets or there arc too
many goals CO achieve, they begin to
lower expectations. People ask increasingly less of the system. An example of
goal erosion is least common denominator standards for the system. These
reflect not only political compromises,
but a "giving up- on getting much more
out of the system. The steady downward spiral leading CO lower and lower

expectations (goal erosion) particularly
damages the financial and political
support that the system needs to
persist.
The failure of the system's governors to build a stable consensus around
a limited set of goals, thus taming
otherwise lethal political conflicts,
reflects Americans' deep ambivalence
about government. The nation simultaneously wants government to solve its
problems and does not trust it. Thus,
we design our governance structures to
prevent a concentration of power, in the
process making leadership difficult to
exercise. We have what we apparently

Kyle l091 compares the annual . ascrage learning gains for students in three types of schools: I those
tngaged in sssteink retorm tor thr previous i- 5 years: 2 those engaged in multiple and transient reforms for
the promos 1-i sears and 3' -business AS usuarschools that claim no reform efforts. Type I schools had
tour times the annual learning gams ot the type 2 schools, ts pc i schools had mice thc annual learning gains
ot the t% pe 2 s hook
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IMRE=

"...we have a governance system

that deliberately and intentionally
diifirses and confuses responsibil-

ity. Being responsible for evegthing and to evegboely, the gover-

nance system, in practia, becomes

responsible for nothiv."

groups are encouraged to maintain
some allegiance co their name cultures

and languages Whateer the merits of
this position it clearly multiplies the
special inceiests brought to the educational table Rak itch, 1993
Sim? sortmatue 15 ti shtruis merhanbm
of the systim, 1/y.1o/we ol,eoyernanee at" firts all

Nher subsyshms vi moor ,ind nisative ways
4,4sent Prom of 1,e ,ecive4rnance tundron,

rOrms of other subsystems will have only

dinnwshed or no Impart on the sistem's

governance system that is not
focused on working to make the schools
better, but on processing conflicting
demands from different groups and
creating attractive nuisances on which
groups can focus their energies and
resources. In other words, we have a
governance system that deliberately and
intenuonally diffuses and confuses
responsibility. Being responsible for
everything and to everybody, the governance system, in practice, becomes
responsible for nothing.
want:

These political conflicts have
become worse as the country has
changed. Earlier in this century the
nation absorbed newcomers by teaching
them how to fit in, and the "common
school" was part of this nationalizing
process. State schools were a source of
social cohesion, and their goals were
defined by value-homogeneous power
structures to which newer arrivals
aspired. Today assimilation is often
Seen .15 a form of cultural coercionind
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peribrmanee The Consortium agrees
with the Committee for Economic
Development ',19941 and w ith the
governance task force of the Tw entieth
Century Fund (1992,) that, although
issues such as choice, school-based
management, higher standards of
teacher preparation, or student assessment are important, these reforms will
have only limited impact unless and wild
severe governance problems are addressed Thc

responsibilm of the system's goernors
is to steer and periochcallk to check the
compass CO ensure that the ship is going

in the right direction What they have
given us is a ship that changes direction
every other mile and that is so oerloaded w ith freight that it w allows in

the waes Training the ship's officers
or rearranging how staff are managed
will not soh c these piohlems

HE

OTTOM. LINE:

The system's governors change goals and multiply goals to an
extent chat disables the system's accountability mechanisms.

Since both unstable goals and multiple goals make it impossible to
achieve any goal well, they fuel a vicious circle of declining customer expectations for the system (goal erosion), thus endangering
the political and financial support chat the system needs to survive.
Since governance is the steering mechanism of the system, the
failure of governance affects all other subsystems in major and
negative ways.

. a. Absent refoim of the governance function, reforms of other
subsystems will have diminished or no impact on the system's
, -:41Derfoimance.

MANAGEMENT
If the role of governance is to
define the right job, the role of management is to get the job done right. The
managers of the education system
include principals at the site level,
superintendents and other officials at
the district level, state department
administrators, and officials in the U.S.
Department of Education. Collectively
these officials are responsible for
organizing resources and subsystems to
meet Lhe goals of the system's governors, spending resources and monitoring expenditures. establishing md
managing measures of the system's
performance, and resolving conflicts
among different levels of the organization.

The governance problems of the
system seriously af feet its management.
'listable goals and mulupligoals mahe it
impossthle to ,ilrgn suhsystems around goal

achrevrmrffi, leading to wasted resources.

The absence of shared goals also makes
it difficult for the multiple layers of
managers to set priorities among
conflicting objectives.
Goal prolVerauon also expands the tmddle

management and support stay requireho
administer the manv programs and regulations

Expanded middle
management drains resources from the
school and fragments services. It
encourages an upward rather than
outward orientation on the part of staff
at the school loci that screens out
customers of the system and technical
that mulnplegoals spawn.
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knowledge available outside of the
bureaucracy. It f-ocuses attention at
management and school levels on con-

image of Principal as Bureaucrat. that
image is ould hae been mi ented-

forming to rec!,ulations rather than on
education. -Job descriptions fbr principals invariably lean heavily upon managerial duties that c:s.rry out the intentions
of the school board and superintendent.... Policy manuals listing all the
district's rules and procedures seldom
remain OM of the reach of a principal's
arm. If no one had even heard about the

2. shoSt s the distlibution of
teaching and non-teaching staff for all

:Cuban. 1986)
Table

levels of education ,preschool. elementary and secondary, and poctsecondary)

For all loels the United States has the
lowest teaching to non-teaching staff
ratio of the nine induswalized coun-

Table 3.2. Comparative Percent of Educational Staff by unction and Ratios of
Teachers to Non-Teaching Staff for All Levels of Education
Percent of Total Staff'

Country

Pedagogic

Teachers=

StafP

Ratios

'

Teachers/

Teachers/

Staffs 4 *-Pedagogic

_Pedagogic

Support

t caff5

-1- -=-

Support
StafP
-1-

United States

43.6

24.2

33 9

18I

0 75 I

Australia

69.1

7. I

28 6

971

I91

77.4

-

22 6

-

3

80.0

10.0

10 0

81

41

28.1

15 8

21

.

Belgium14'41t.'

.Nlin;azikl'""'wr

57.0

Itt.:"--

60.0

-LFraner",2."

76.4

Finland

.

40 0

39 2

60.8

Sown- Table P 31. pp. i76- 177 Idn"mo, di

-

14 5

7.3

1

!

1051
_

_
4

1

1

3.1

1

5I

35

1

I 55 I

CI,Ina. LW. CD halfdlOrs Paris Orgmuation for Econoinkv r

operation and Development. [995

'The percents for ditkrnt categories of staff do not aka% s add to 100 tor reasons ot rounding error
'Teachers arc defined as those whose professional actisitv insolves transmitting knovt ledge, attitudes and
skills stipulated in a formal curriculum to students enrolled in .11 ormal t ducat ional institution

'Pedagogic staff imludcs primipals. headmasters. sopersisor, counselors pssehologists librarians. etc
'Support staff includes clerical personnel. building operations and munttnante personnel, food support
orkers. etc.

'Teachers include principals, &puts prim ipals. and senior it a,hers milnis imolted in adnunistr Utile tasks
"Principals and vice-principals are included in 'teachers
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1

tries for which we have data. Fhe ratio
of teachers to the combined non-

teaching staff administrators and
support staff) is 0.75 teacher to one
non-teaching staff member, whereas the
other countries have from about 1.5, 2,
or 4 teachers per non-teaching staff
member.

International data do not yet exist
on the ratios of teachers to nonteaching staff at thc elementary/secondary level alone. Obviously countries
differ in the contribution of each level
of education to the numbers in Table
3.2, some having more preschool staff
and others more higher education staff.
The ratios of teachers ro non-reaching
staff also differ by level. For example.
for the United States in 1992 at the K12 level, teachers constituted 52 percent of the total staff; non-teaching
staff, 48 percent; at the higher education level, faculty constituted 36
percent; non-teaching staff. 64 percent.
Table 3.2 is nonetheless very' revealing. For all countries the elementag and
secondary level represents the lion's share ff stall-

-in the United States, for example, this

level contributes about 75 percent to
the total staff for all levels of education.
Thus, for all countries the numbers in
Table 3.2 disproportionately reflect the
ratios of teaching to non-teaching staff
at the elementary and secondary level.
As simply a hypothetical exercise,
the ratios of teaching to non-teaching
staff that prevail for all levels of educa-

tion for other countries can be applied
to the U.S. K-I2. For the country that
has the closest ratio to the United
States of teaching to non-teaching staff
,Denmark',. 2 5 ,0 0 0 non-teaching staff
could be saved or. if these slots were
converted into teaching slots, about
three teachers per public elementary and
secondary school could be added. For
the country with the ratio that differs
the most from th, United States

.

.the United States has the

'lowest teaching, to non-teaching
.

staff ratio qf the nine

countries..."

(Belgium), 1.3 million non-teaching
staff could be saved, or, if these slots
were converted to teaching slots, over
15 teachers per elementary and secondary school could be added. Whether
converting non-teaching staff slots into
teaching slots would increase or reduce
the total staff bill depends on the
relative prices of administrators, support staff, and teachers.
The manasement pattern that prevails in
.4merican education separates responsibiltiy.fiy

student learnueron, thr authority to nude the
has-tons needed to meet this responsikluy.

Teaching and learning occur at the
school levelmd teachers and schools
are held accountable for the results.
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However, individual schools have little
control over their own resources and
enjoy little autonomy. Compared with
13 other nations, the United States
ranks next to last in the percentage of
decisions made at the school level. It has
by far the largest percent of 4Lecisions
made at the district level, and is joined
by only two other nations in having
none ot the many important decisions
made at the national level.

and productivity improvement. Two of
these criteria, efficiency and productivity, imply lodging more decision-making
at the school level than now exists.

Ironically, most Americans do not
approve of the large bureaucratic
structure of public schools. Although
the United States ranks near the bottom in terms of the authority granted
to the schools, it is at the very top in
the percentage of the population who
thinks that it is very important for
decisions to be made by the schools
themselves (OECD 1995 p. 66).

This management pattern corresponds to concepts of site-based or
school-based management. Evidence is
accumulatinv however, that the gains
expected from site-based management
are undercut by failing co address
problems in other parts of the system.
Sito-based management does not
necessarily protect the school from
the goal instability and goal loading
associated with governance failures.
In the absence of a clear mission for
the school, the destructive politics at

the district level canand often
dosimply shift to the school level
(Hill, Foster, Gendler, 1990;
Hannawav, 1993).

We can use four criteria for judging
the allocation of management responsibilities: efficiency, accountability, equity,

Site-based management initially
increases teachers' engagement and

FIGURE 3.2: DECISION MAKING AT SCHOOL LEVEL
(PERCENTAGE OF RE.SPONDENTS WHO THOUGHT IT WAS "VERY IMPORTANT"
FOR DECISIONS TO BE MADE BY SCHOOLS THEMSELVES)
80

80
AveleAos or
OTHER COUNTRIEs

40

111 Uurreo STATES

20

SUBJECTS

How

TIME

TAUGHT

TAUGHT

TAUGHT

BUDGET

TEACHER

TEACHER

*SELECTION

PAY

Source: OECD, Ethwanon Ai a C/ana, /on Tshlt C-2', pp bb
I
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How Ler, sustaining this
initial enthusiasm requires answering
the question. "Management to what
end'" Site-based management does
not substitute for the lack of stable,
limitedind w ell-defined goals for
the school Defining the school's
mission clearlv allows the organization oi management time around
these goals and bounds the arena for
decision-making, thus limiting the
intrusion of site-based management
responsibilities into time that should
be resened lot teaching and learning.
m00% at ion

"...site-hased management cannot
overcome failures in other parts of

the educational system."

These disappointing productivity
results probably reflect in parr that
schools and workplaces arc not well
structured to facilitate learning by
teachers. (See the discussion of teaching and learning, below.) They may
reflect the newness of the chance to
Site-based management does not
innovate.and therefore lags in teachers'
produce the expected productivity
demand for better practices. They
improvements Many education
certainly reflect problems with the
reformers assume that command-andnation's knowledge supply. In part
control management prevents teachers
because teachers' demand for innovafrom using their better teaching
tions is low, the nation's capacity to
practices and that site-based manageinnovate, its mechanisms for diffusing
ment w ill "release" this knowledge.
innovations, and its quality standards
In fact, observations of teacher
for innovations are seriously underdemanagement meetings reveal that
veloped. (See the discussion of adaptateacheis lack knowledge of the
tion and innovation, below.) Again,
educational practices that might
site-based management cannot overimprove the school's performance.
come failures in other parts of the
Accorchnglx, the agendas of these
educational system.
meetings tend to drift into nonacademic and administrative matters.
such as problems with the Xerox
machine Hannaway. World Bank
seminar. 1 9 9 4 .
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HE BOTTOM. 1NE:
Unstable goals and multiplying goals make it impossible to align
subsystems around goal achievement, resulting in wasted resources.
Goal proliferation expands middle management and support staff,
the special programs and web of regulations chat multiple goals
spawn requiring more people to administer them. Expanded
middle management diverts resources from the school.
The typical management pattern in American education separates
responsibility for student learning from the authority to make rhe
decisions needed to meet this responsibility.

FINANCE

great. In 1991-92, axerage per-pupil

Gammon

The U.S.
Constitution
It N _IRadom
0000.1.Val
allocates respontwining
sibility for
inwono.
education to the
states rather than the federal government, and most of the funding, for
education is accordingly generated at
state and local levels. In 1990-91, for
example, 94 percent of the funding for
K-12 education came from state and
local governments; only 6 percent came
from the federal government.
klanosonem

hICNOOMII

Adoplatvai

The responsibility for funding,
public education has traditionally fallen
mainly to state and local governments,
which provided 90.7 percent of all

funding for education in 199 -92.
Across states, the state gol rnment
share of school funding averaged 46.4
percent in 1991-92, but ranged from a
high of 90.3 percent in Hawaii to a low
of 8.7 percent in New Hampshire. -1-he
variation in per-pupil spending, is also
48

spending nationally \Ads $5,421. s ary mg

from a low of $3.040 in Utah to a high
of $9,317 in New Jersey. An equally
large variation in per-pupil spending
exists within states, largely reflecting
variation among school districts in their
capacity to raise local reenues In areas
of hig,h posei iv, districts are unable to
generate enough funds to pros ide a
basic level of public education
Althou,..0 mono, ts a powetful tiltwume,
,Akwernors and manasers rardv the Ittuntatte IC

rreate int-enttvesfor schoo/s io Improve Ilar

prod:rattily Mune% is rarely used to

stimulate more productie espenditures
of resources In one sense, this is
surprising. %%ith annual bills running at

about $285 billion for the nation or at
an average of almost $6 billion per state
or at $1.5 billion per school day, those
who finance the s stem should h,ne an
interest m improuw, the ss stem's
productis tv
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In another sense, it is not surprising. The conditions necessary for using
financing to encourage productivity are
only minimall% in place. One condition
is cost accounting systems in districts
that cleark shok the full costs of each
acwity. sudi as the full costs of a
special program in the schools. A
second condition is clear and limited
goals around which to organize Incentives. The instability of goals and their
proliferation make it very difficult to
target funding. A third condition is the
existence of a knowledge base that those
expected to respond to the incentives
can use to meet productivity goals.
Improving productivity requires a much
better understanding than now exists
about the relationships between inputs
and outcomes (what are known technically as "education production func-

incorporated into the equity standard,
but establishing such formulas in
reliable ways requires a better understanding of input-output connections
than we now have.

Complicating the discussion of
remedies of inequities is the view that
money does not matter. Part of' the
opposition to spending money to offset
disparities stems from reasonable
skepticism about whether additional
money will solve the problem. For years
the public has observed that increasing
the money spent on education has not
increased student test scores. The
problem is with identifying a wise use
of money. One high-expenditure
district can be performing well; another,
poorly. Why?

tions").

.

.

"Foryearith e public has .o.h.ierveri

The current system .kr ratsms and

-

ailocattng resources crewes serwus impales m

that increasing the monvi spent on

the resources available at the school level

dui-at/on- has not increase a ,sittaent

Historically, the equity standard, as
delineated by the courts, has been stated
in terms of reducing disparities in perpupil spending across districts. This
focus on per-pupil spending (equal perpupil inputs') is problematic in an
education system now trying to emphasize educational outcomes. It costs
more per pupil to bring students from
low socioeconomic backgrounds to
acceptable levels of educational achievement. This variation in costs associated
with equitable chances to attain minimum educational outcomes should he

r,::test.stores.

7--:

Thesrokieni ii with

ing a wisc_uscofeon.
As already noted, the finance system
currently does not focus on school and
district performance and thus creates no
incentives to analyze and understand the
sources of high versus low performance.
This is another example of how productivity improvement is not a goal for the
2 system. F lowever, not understanding the relationships between inputs and
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Outcomes is not only an impediment to
the efficient expenditure of resources.
It also prevents empirically-based
estimates ol u hat is required to equalize
opportunities to learn among students
from vastly different homes and communities. leaving the resolution of the
question to ideology .,nd power politics.
As an open system, public education
depends for as continued survival on
satisfying groups that provide its
political and financial support. The
system's loch of attention to these sroups . see

discussion of export or outplacement
subsystem, below) contributes to the
willinsness of ayovers to increase

spendins on education. Goal loading by the

system's governors has fiscal consequences, in that it often drives up local
taxes. Combined with the downward
spiral of increasingly lower expectations
that unstable and multiple goals set in
motion, and a general reluctance to pay
more taxes, taxpayers are less willing to
pay for education.
Re:flea/ye cf mulnplymg goals, money is

used to promote special purpose programs, such

as educating the handicapped and other
social mandates. These progirams ditfirse
.1Oeus at the schoo/ level and divert resourcesft om

the school's conjunction and from the majority
of students who do not receive these special

services. For example, the federal law,

50
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Individuals o it h Disabilities Act, has
put serious pressure on the financing
system for K- I 2 education. One

problem is simply thatis noted earlier.
programs for students with special
needs are expensive. New York City, for
example. pays nearly three times the
cost of educating a special educ.tion
student as for a child in the regular
education program. A second problem
is that the services for special education
students are often viewed by
policymakers and the courts as entitlements while programs for students
without disabilities are seen as more
discretionary. Thus, the law creates
perverse incentives for local school
districts CO classify more students as
special education students than educationally warranted in order to get more
funds. When these factors are combined with the reluctance of taxpayers
to fully fund the needs of all students.
students without disabilities are likely
to be educationally shortchanged
relative to students with special needs.

Although money is a powerful incentive, governors and managers
rarely use financing to create incentives for schools to achieve
explicit goals, such as using resources more effectively.

The current system for raising and allocating resources creates
serious inequities in the resources available at the school level, but
our lack of attention to the relationships between inputs and
outcomes leaves us unable to differentiate damaging inequities
from harmless differences

The system's lack of attention to its customers, especially the
taxpayers, contributes to the declining willingness of taxpayers to
increase spending on education.
Money is used to promote special purpose programs that diffuse
focus at the school level and divert resources from the school's core
function and the majority of the student body not receiving chose
special services.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
IlOwdetani

KinV

IMUT-43001

This is where the work gets done
that defines the unique place of the
education system. If the system fails at
this level, it fails overall. This substem has three central problems
Schools are structurd 10 reinriirce. c0/11nm-

ay, not continuous unprovemmt Despite

literally hundreds of reform efforts o'er
the %ears. the core technoloo ol the
teaching and learning process has not
reall% chatNed in a century There is
constant change in schools, but it tends
to be ephemeral and at the margins
Indi% idual teachers and schools innmate
and impro%

udent le unin.; but these

successes are fragile and idiosyncratic.
rather than industry-wide.

An astonishing number of factors
coalesce to create schools that fail to

learn and improvei.e.. that "learn to
stay the same."

Unstable goals and multiple goals
encourage those responsible for
teaching and learning to ignore
external demands in order to meet
their primary responsibilities.
A web of top-down regulations
created by managers external to the
school marmalize the effects of
variations in management within the
school. The effect of these strictures

;
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'Despite literally hundreds of
reform efforts over the years, the
core technology of the teaching and

learning process has not really

changed in a centug. There is
constant change in schools, but it
tends to he ephemeral and at the

margins."

011.11111111111111MWIINF"'
is to reward compliance, removing or

limiting teachers initiative and
responsibilities for improving their
teaching practices. This hierarchical
relationship between schools and
management is reproduced and
reinfoiced by the prevailing relationship between teachers and students at
the classroom level. Teacher-centered
instruction ("chalk and talk"), the
prevailing mode or instruction.
defines the role of the student as
passive learner who looks upward to
experts for "answers." This teacherstudent relationship is reinforced by

sok Mg capacities or abilities to see
alternative perspectives and whole
stories. Teachers, who work daily in
this curricular environment, lose the
habits of thought and creativity
needed to improve the school.

m Feedback mechanisms within the
teaching profession that let teachers
benchmark and improve their performance arc poorly developed. As
shown earlier, a feedback loop requires goals, measures to detect gaps
between performance and goalsand
mechanisms for closing gaps. The
first problem is goals for teaching
(standards of good teaching). These
arc only now being defined; the
National Board of Professional
Teaching Standards is conceptualizing
and developing measures of what

constitutes good teaching for different age groups of students and
different subjects. The other problem is the mean.; of correcting poor
teaching performance. The professional development of teachers is

poorly aligned with teaching performance, operating as a ritual means to

teachers' own years as students. years

salary increases rather than as a means

that create indelible mental models of
what teaching should look like.

to suppoi c improved teaching.

m Conventional curricula encourage
conventional ways of thinking.
Although there arc significant efforts
to improve curricula, the learning
programs still tend to be fact-oriented, compartmentalized, and
fragmented. Thus, students do not
develop sense-making and problem52
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The lack of evaluation and other
quality controls on practices marketed as "better practices" undercuts
teacher demand for innovations.

The technically weak pre-service
training that many teachers receive
leaves them without an analytic
framework for making a selective and
.'1"fective use of innovations. further

diminishing their oemand for this
knowledge. Also, as Albert Shanker.

President of the American Fedeiation
krk
of Teachers, wrote in Thr
Times, -Almost every other prokssion
has a better system of induction for
new members than teachers.... If
teaching is ever to be a profession in
the sense that medicine and law are,
beginning teachers need a chance to

learn what constitutes good practice
with the help of accomplished colleagues instead of being forced to
tigure everything out tor themselves."
(Shanker, 1995)
N

The organization of work and norms
that govern teachers' professional
relationships undercut the collaborative work that can improve teaching
and learning. The usual organization
of teaching of one teacher CO a
classroom excludes the learning
possibilities and informal feedback
that team reaching or team prepara-

tion can provide. Reinforcing solo
work arc the norms that govern
teachers' professional relationships.
These norms (e.g.. Little and
McLaughlin. 1993 : arc -hands-A
in terms of one another's professional practices, any other stance
being construed as an invasion of
classroom privacy.

Working and instructional hours
virtually preclude the levels of daily
preparation. student feedback. collegial coordination. and prolessomal
learning required to maintain and
improe teachers' performancs,s,

Contrary to popular belief, not only
are American students in school more
hours a day .s,c. Figure 1.1 on page
18 Americ,m primary and secondary
teachers spend more hours in the
classroom per week and per year than
most other countries where teaching
hours are measured. For 16 OECD
coumries, U.S. primary school
teachers are se -ond only to thc
Netherlands in the number of hours
in the classroom per vear: our )unior
and senior high school teachers are
second only to Turkey in terms of
teaching hours c'Elwatron al a Glance!

OECD Indica/ors, Thar. 1995). In a
series that looks at 19 countries

(Nelson and O'Brien, 1993), the
number of teaching minutes per week
for primary school teachers ranges
from 1000 minutes for Japan to

1830 for the United Statesa
difference of i 0 instructional hours
per week. At the primary level.
American teachers have the second

highest number of requir.I.d working
hours 'classroom + non-classroom
hours per week of the 19 countries:
at the secondary level. they have by
far the highest. Unlike teachers in
comparator nations. American teachers also have to use some of their
non-classroom time on non-instructional activities such as lunch. rcccss.
and study-hall supervisory duties, still
further reducing the non-classroom
time available for preparing lessons.
grading papers. and working with
colleagues.
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.1-he Public Agenda Foundation
found that teachers worked in a

-...pressure-cooker environment with
little time to share resources, information, and experience mong themselves.
Teachers. as they described it. wery

locked into a stressful situation for
many hours and then released to go
home. There was little opportunny to
reflect on the day and to draw on the
experiences ot colleagues.- p.e,
The ineenures

schools

dassrooms

neither mspire maximum and sustained elli,rt

from sudaits, teachers, and administrators nor
direct am/ _frais their iyti,ris ,tround what should
he the essential P11551011 of t h seheni teat-hug

and karnufe.

Principals, teachers, stu-

dentsind parents are co-producers of
student learning. The role of incentives
in the school is to mobilize the efforts
41ZNIIIIIIMMEIN20111211EITIOEMOMMINEVIIiill

`X school is not only a workplace.

It is a communaland a
socialking institution, its mission
being to prepare the young

for human society."

111111111111111"
of all parties around learning. Incentive
issues within the school differ from
those between the school and parents,
and only issues within the school arc
discussed here. The school-parent
relationship is discussed in .1 later
section.
54

Studies show importanc differepces
in how zoned compreh..nsp.e high
schools, public magnet schools, and
Catholic school:: motivate their memLets and structure relationships among
members. These differences are
strongly related to differences in norms
and values that arise out of the larger
,sommunity and the educat tonal bureau
cracy. Nlotikational differences are
correlated with differences in student
outcomes ;,e.g., Hill et al.. 1990; lily!,
et al., 1993).
A school is not only a workplace It
is a communal and a socializing insta
Lion, its mission being to prepare the
young for human society. "Socialization" includes the acquisition not just
of knowledge and skill, but also of
values and acceptable patterns of
behavior toward others. The deep
politicization of education attests to
this broader role of the school; parents
and the community care about the
values manifest in the school because it
bridges the family and the larger society

(:atholic high schools and public
magnet schools tend to organize around
more shared goals, thus producing more
communal relationship patterns. Comprehensive high schools tend to organize around individualistic and competitive interests and the administratoe and
bureaucratic interests a external
['tinders and regulators. These orientations reduce the number of common
goals around which principals, teachers,
and studmis t'an organize their loin(
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I;

efforts ,Brvk. et al 1993 Focus
suffers, and so does die commitment of
the members of the school to each other
and to the entei prise

MINIM

.

The communal function of schools
implies judging student's academic
performance partly on a willingness to

commit one's best effortto work

"Some comprehensive schools tend

to convey a view that 'No one fails
here who shows up.' This motiva-

tional pattern reflects a bureaucratic orientation ... and a silent
conspiracy of low academic expec-

toward the goals or the community.
And in fact the prevailing motivational
pattern in Catholic schools seems to be
that "No onc fails here who works
hard." Comprehensive high schools
organized around individualistic values
tend to have a sorting perspective:
"Some will fail here no matter what they
do," a view stressing inherent ability as
opposed to ef f ort and inevitably alienating some number of students ;and
those who teach them) from the school.
The motivational patterns of these
schools, which often serve families of
higher socio-econornic status, reflect
what the competitive parents of these
studcnts want.
Some comprehensive schools tend
to convey a view that "No one fails here
who shows up" .:Bryk, et al., 1993).
This motivational pattern reflects a
bureaucratic orientation and, unfortunately, since many schools displavino
this view tend to serve families of lower
socio-economic status, a silent conspiracy of low academic expectations for
students between the school and the
parents.

tations for students between the

school and the parents."

differences in how the teaching and
learning function is treated. Comprehensive schools tend to assume that the
child is an adult capable of making
academic decisions and therefore
accountable for those decisions. A
failure to choose wisely is seen as the
student's individual failure. In contrast,
magnet and Catholic schools tend to
have centripetal curricula that draw all
students toward learning certain core
skills and perspectives. The strong
emphasis on a common core of academic experience and only modest levels
of student choice attenuate some of the
powerful differentiating influences at
work in comprehensive public schools.
In these schools, greater curricular
choice reinforces prior in,quities. in
that less advantaged students arc more
likely to choose nonacademic over
academic courses.
As socializing and communal
inst nut ions, schools are expected to

These differences in prevailing

momational patterns show up in
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attend to the moral values and behaviors

of children. Although public schools
have extensive codes of conduct and
elaborate systems for adjudicating
misconduct, they are relatively silent
about any larger socialization goals.

Public schools often look like Grant's
(1988) portrait of a comprehensive
high school, where the central norm is
learning how to manipulate the rules to
maximize self-interest. Lightfoot
(1983) describes an affluent suburban
public high school where the primary
emphasis was on individual success,
defined as academic achievement now in
order CO ensure economic success later.
By contrast, Catholic schools aggres-

sively mold students' attitudes and
values, emphasizing secular ethics of
honesty, reliability, fairness, and respect
for others, the adults in the schools
being expected to shape adolescent lives
through personal interaction and
individual example.
The factors that create schools that stay the

up rather than out, leaving parents w
the (valid) sense that they ha\ e to take
on the whole bin eaucrac to get anything done and sometimes producing
what to those within the s stem seem CO
he excessive attacks Since top-dow n

management limits the authorit and
discretion of teachers, IC simultaneously
limits parental pow er and therefoie
commitment Teachers w ith lade
discretion w ithin the school can do

little to accommodate the different
needs of parents

However, parents also shut themselves out, a lack of time being one root
cause Today many more mothers work,
both mothers and fathers are working
longer hours and commuting longer
distances, and the growth in singleparent families means more households
with no second adult to share the work
The result has been lhat is often called

"burden shifting." parents implicitly
wanting the school to take care of their
children w ithout bothering them too
Parental resistance to homework

same, theit prevailing incentive regimes, and

much

large-scale soaalforces (Such as the increasing

is an example This attitude interacts
with top-dow n control in a %icious

Inborn-wee participation dy mothers) marginalw

parents as co-producers c2ftheir children's
learning. Parents' levels of-commitment

to the school affect those of thcir
children. Parents are shut out and shut
themselves out of the school, creating a
vicious circle. The top-down control of
schools encourages school staff to look
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circle w hen teachers reach out to
parents, they get little response, w Fien
parents reach out to the school. they hit
a vertical all

m Schools are structured for continuity rather than for continuous
improvement.

The incentives in schools and classrooms do not inspire maximum
and sustained effort from students, teachers, or administrators or
direct and focus their efforts around what should be the essential
mission of the school: teaching and learning.

Factors within and outside of the educational system marginalize
parents as co-producers of their children's learning.

ADAPTATION AND INNOVATION
This subsystem counteracts the
tendencies of other subsystems to
persist rather than change. It measures
the performances of subsystems and the
system as a whole; it supports mechanisms (such as benchmarking) which
encourage schools and policymakers to
aspire to and achieve the highest standards; it scans the environment for
changes in customer needs; and it
fosters and diffuses productivityenhancing innovations.

Unfortunately, the education system
does a poor job of assessing why, when,
and how it needs to change. As a result,
schools and other units in the system
either stay the same or change for the
wrong reason.
This suhsystrm is wry umitw/oped a_filer
/hat hdps tx,Plam why the system Is not showing

strong, prod/taw/iv puts.

National and state assessments of
student learning are in place. Descriptive statistics on the system are
constantly improving. However, there
is little measurement of the performances of MOSE subsystems, such as
governance or management. Even

subsystems as unglamorous as hiring
and purchasing and maintenance
should be measured, process completion times, quality, and costs being
pedestrian but basic. Policymakers do
not make effective use of increasingly
available international comparisons.
The lack of feedback from the
system's customers other than
postsecondary education undermines
the system's ability to detect changes
in external needs.
Improvement processes that are
becoming standard in the private
sector, such as benchmarking, are
rarely used. Conducted properly,
benchmarking is a powerful strategy
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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Positive incentives to supply and
demand blowledge about better
practice are missing.

for locating and importing world
class standards. u herever they occur.
For example. Convex Computer
analyzed the facilities management ot
Disney World to learn about best
practices; Xerox selected L.L. Bean as
best-in-class in the warehousing and
materials-handling function to
improve its own warehousing operations; Corning Glass. which has a
manufacturing unit designed ro meet
customers' emergency' needs. analyzed
best-in-class hospital emergency
wards to understand how to organize
teams for crisis work.

a R&D investments in education are
minuscule relative to recurrent costs
and relative to R&D investments in
private sector industries and other
public sectors. ,See Figure 1.3 on
page 2 n The investments which are
made are quite ineffective in terms of
improving industry-wide practices.
Posume manners A, supply and demand

The professional and financial
rewards for medical innovation are many
and potent. including Nobel Prizes.

prestigious protessorshipsind f inanoath. attractive patents. The costs of
mnolations. unless designated expenmentaltre covered by third party
payments insurance:. providing incentives for hospitals to purchase new
technologies and fueling competitive
dynamic that acts to diffuse innovations

through medical institutions. Doctors
have incentives to seek out new knowledge. Although it works crudely, their
pay system rewards knowledge and skill.
and staying up to date helps doctors
reduce their vulnerability to financial
loss through legal suits for negligent
practice. And pre-service and in-service
medical training programs have incentives to incorporate new knowledge into
the teaching curriculum. Since leading
researchers and specialists staff the
academic medical centers, best practices
quickly become incorporated into
current definitions of acceptable medical training, and doctors' demand for
up-to-date knowledge encourages
continuous training that teaches best
practice.

1'nowlei0 about baler prartur are nussug.

Comparisons to the incentives in the
health sector are revealing and sobering.
In health, the society and patients rey cal

unbounded expectations forand
confidence inmedical R&D. as
evidenced by continued higher funding
levels for the National Institutes of
lealth and for %Ai-ions
diseases.
58
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Some incentives in health work too
well (e.g.. even' hospital buys an MR!
instead of pooling resources and use;
others, not well enough :e.g., many
doctors fail to keep up in their fields).
However. they interlock to generate a
relatively steadY demand for and supply
of new knowledge and better practice.
The earlier analysis of factors that

so

combine to cieate schools dim stay the
same is an analysis of a sector with weak
or no demand for know ledge and

innmation On the

authority by the number of schools
using them, not by proven gains in
learning.... Educators need to establish a
process that distinguishes between

suppl side, education
has many ideas but a
eak technical base-----In

other words, not much
of a cumulative body of
tested and commonly
accepted knowledge and
practice.
Schools structured to

stay the same and low

claimed innovations
and proven reforms.-

thrOugh::-the

The education

tolfsic41;.gaining
aurnority: thenurn:r
...
er OfschoOls
using
thent; not..by proven
gains in:learning."...
.

.-.Educafors need-to

combine in a vu-tous circle to

.establtsh.a process that
distingUishes.:

undercut the supply and
demandfor mnovations As

etween Claimed
*innovations and.proven

standardsftr nmovattons

the discussion of
teaching and learning
showed, there are few

:

.arnine, 199 3..)

incentives in schools to
seek information about
better practices.

As damaging, then are virtually no
quality controls on in ..)vations. The
lack of standards undermines trust in
educational R&D and therefore demand
by teachers, parents, and funders for
innovations, which in turn ultimately
reduces supply.

Although the sector certainly has
some carefully evaluated and demonstrably effective innovations, standards for

and assessments of innovations are
generally very weak. As Carnme . 199 I
states: "In education, untested fads
sweep throwgh the profession, 0unin,;
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sector has no accepted

norms or standards for
evaluating innovations
before they can be
marketed, such as the

counterparts of experimental trials in medicine. We have more
standards for marketing
hamburger than we do
for introducing changes
in the schools. The

sector has no accepted
expert judgmentis

represented in the New
England Journal 2,f Medicine or the consensus development process of the Na-

tional Institutes of Health, and no
analogue to the Federal Food and Drug

Administration. It has no analogy to
Scotland's Her Nlajesty's Inspectorate
of Schools, which plays an important

role in interpreting curricular standards,
defining what constitutes good professional practice, and building consensus
about best practice.

The cost of the lack of standards
and evaluations of educational innovations is incalculable. It rcsults in a lack
of confidence in the innovative process
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on the part of taxpayers, policvmakers,
parents. teachers, students, and other
customers, a factor that probably helps

to explain the low national R&D budg,et
in education and teachers' and parents'
resistance to chang,e in the schools.
Since field testing, usually improves a

product, the fact that educational
inno%atIons are not required to meet
certain standards in field trials prior to
marketing, ironically dooms many
otherwise potentially 0,00d ideas once
they are unplemented. The lack of
standards and evaluations of innovations creates cynicism in those asked CO

integrate them into their

practice

ages habits of ritualistic, pro forma
responses to new practices
Me lonptel in ca.,tiabi of this downward

spral of weak demand small su/ply, and
virtually

no

quality controls is the tech/ill-al &se

m the sector Although the process is

imperfect. the health sectoi steadily
replaces less etfectix c ith better
practices Oer Cline this process builds
a cumulatne and pow erful know ledgs
base We see no such process in the
education sector. In its absence the
sectoi periodicalk res IN es practices that
were demonstrably ineffective in their
earlier incarnations Merit pay for
teachers is an example

teachers and principals----and encour-

The adaptation and innovation subsystem is very undeveloped, a
fact that helps explain why the system is not showing productivity
gains.

Positive incentives co supply and demand knowledge about better
practice are missing.

Schools structured to stay the same and low standards for innovations combine in a vicious circle to undercut the supply and
demand for innovations.

The limited supply and unmonitored quality of innovations interact to dramatically slow the development of a cumulative knowledge base in the education system.
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OTHER FUNCTIONS OF THE
K- 1 2 SYSTEM
Problems in the other functions of
the systemstudent placement, hiring
and purchasing, and maintenance
largely derive !rum problems in the
subsystems discussed earlier. Resolving
problems in the earlier subsystems will
facilitate solving problems in these
three.

education; they rarely understand
markets other than the postsecondark
market; they have virtually no developed
dialogue w ith their broader set of
customers; and the measures that they
have on the qualities of their graduates
are primarily useful and interpretable
only to institutions of higher education

This function is almost missing for
several reasons. Schools do not derive their
revenues directly from thar immediate customers

and hence financial survival is not directly tied

Outplacement
1;

Foglia

know. j

The outplacement function is
analogous to the sales and marketing
activity in companies. It ensures that
customers outside of the school accept
i Cs students. The willingness of Mdividuals or agencies outside of the
system's boundaries to accept the
system's product begins the feedback
link that lets the system obtain new
inputs and continue organizational life.
Even organizations that do not sell their
products or services still depend on
outside users, clients, or publics for
acceptance of what is produced. In the
case of public schools, such groups
include employers of graduates, institutions of higher education, parents of
students, and the larger taxpaying
public in communities and states.
This subsystem almost dots not exist

Except for higher education, there is
virtually no feedback between the
system and its customers. Schools are
not set up to help their graduates enter
markets other than postsecondary

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

to the satisfaction of clients. Since schools

derive their financing primarily from
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locally-elected school boards and state
legislatures, they tend to look "up" for
signals about their performance, not
"ollt" at their primary customers.
However, governance bodies usually
abdicate from leading a dialogue that
produces a shared commitment to a few
goals for schools. Thus, the signals
that they send back to the schools tend
to be blurred, scrambled, and often
conflicting.
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Mc number of the system's customers is

larse, and they have divers,- and condlenv
pre:fin-tries /bat the system's,e,metwors havc_rfittled

to consolaate and resolve.

m In terms of employers, n, istautionalized signals interpretable by the
schools flow from employers back to
the K-1 2 schools excopt data on
employment trends. These data
reflect supply as well as demand
factors.
E Schools do listen to their higher

education customers. Selective
higher education institutions hate
clear requirements. They want public
schools to sort students and to set
high standards for those on the
academic track. Thus, they reinforce
the existing system. SAT and ACT
examination scores signal students
and their parents about their likely
admission chances. However, these
examinations arc deliberately designed
to be unrelated to any specific curriculum and thus give K-12 schools
virtually no guidance on what areas
under their control they should
improve. The requirements of open
admissions institutions, such as
community colleges. are much less
clear; in fact, their open admissions
policies really mean that they will take
anyone.

Parents have a bewildering array of
requirements: custodial care; entrance
to a prestigious university or college;
equity of-educational opportunities,
or, more extremely, equality of educa-
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tional outcomes, peparation for a
"job," a preference usuall\ held \\ ith
little paiental understanding of
changes in the econoim that affect
the le\ el and E\ pe of education that
their child needs, acculturation to
certain Lultural tiachtions c g,
European. African, Hispanic. Asian,
American Indian social actn
such as dances, actn e spoi ts pogroms w ith \\ inning reams, moral
development, "moral" being defined
in various \\ a\ s, depending on the
nature of the parents' moral \ iews,
,

"discipline"learning to sta\ in
bounds and to take orders, the
development of the innox acne,
curious, humanist indnidual The
list could be longer, and it certaml
gets worse when we recognize that
different parents want different
combinations of these objectn es
We know little about \\ hat students,
as opposed to their parents. a n t
reflecting oui general lack of knowledge of customers' preferences, the
prevailing iew of students as passive
vessels into \\ hich learning is poured
and thus \\ ithout needs and preferences, and the \ mew that students'
preferences arc often not in their own
"best interests" and thus do not need
to be elicited
NI.

The k.ommunnA/taspa ers group has
an amorphous mix of requirements

social controlkeep the kids off the
street, preparing productne contributors to the economy, sok-mall/mg the
young as law-abiding and participa-

tor citizenind maintainuN the
social hierarchy This v-oup is
generall apathetic about the schools.
bard\ pat ticipating, m local school
board elections and thus leaving the
field open to %%ell-organized minorities ho can usually capture the

school board. The beliefs of the
general public about the schools are
relatively undifferentiated and shaped
more by their general social and fiscal
views than by any realities of the
community's schools.

This subsystem almost does not exist. Except for higher education,
,..:.there is virtually no feedback between the system and its customers.
a Schools do not derive their revenues directly from their immediate

: zcustomers and hence financial survival is not directly tied to the
satigfaction of these clients.
T c..num b er o the system's ctistomers is large, and they have
,
,diyerse and conflicting preferences that its governors have failed to
.7,-

t"Jzi'so1idate and resolve.
. "ST
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Hiring and Purchasing
IINMItd

MOMIMIKI

Road
Ovpiecanw i

lsorraq

Mapwer-7-'
I

Imagoao.

The hiring and purchasing function
recruits students, teachers, administrators, and support staff; purchases or
obtains curricula, textbooks, teacher
guides. %%orkbooks. supplies. and

equipment .laboraton, gymnasium,
playground. vehicles, computers'', and
purchases or constructs school buildings.

States.

There are three major problems

tiith this subststem.
The produ, ti% it% chain inputs-

transformation-outputs
this subs% stem.

fact that the system as a whole does not
focus on continuous improvement,
purdasure and hirure criteria do not support a
productwityfrus. Many input decisions
are made, not on the basis of the most
effective use of resources relative to
outcomes, but on fairly mechanical
criteria, such as student/teacher ratios,
or on political grounds, such as those
that affect textbook selection in many

I

starts %%ith

ever. reflecting the

allena ugd vi hirure and purchasure
refiea /ow standards. The low
credentialing standards for nev% tea:lids
Impose the most extensive damage on
the system. In most states those who
The
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want to teach have to pass an examination that is no more than an advanced
basic skills test. a test of perfuncton
professional knowledge in fields such as

"Many input decisions are made,
not on the basis of the most effictive use of resources relative to

outcomes, but on fairly
mechanical criteria, such as

student/teacher ratios, or on

political srounds..."

tonomy and discretion that they need to
improve their performance. kowever, as
we have already seen in assessments of
site-based management. autonomy is
not sufficient. Teachers must have the
technical knowledge to be able to make
effective use of discretion.
The standards for textbook selection vary from state to state, but
selection often occurs "by committee...
Although the textbook publishing
industry is often blamed for fragmented
and unchallenging texts, they, likt
schools of education, are responding to
signals from the education system itself.
Fragmented and bland ("inoffensive7

texts reflect committee processes
child development and pedagogyind a
test of subject matter knowledge. It is a
paper and pencil, multiple choice.
machine-readable examination without a
performance-based component. This
examination screens out the hopelessly
incompetent; it does not select in the
truly competent. As damaging. these
tests define acceptable training for the
profession. Poor teacher preparation.
usually laid at the door of schools of
education, is properly attributed to the
education system itself and the standards that it sets to enter the profession.

Well-trained teachers are key to
continuously improving schools. If
policymakers and the public trust the
credemialing standards, they will be
more willing to give schools the au-
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multiple agendas and conflicting values.
The criteria dv wdred mputs art selected

are

tyien not algned with each other "Align-

ment" rcfers to a consistency of the
standards by vv hich different inputs are
selected. Thus, curricular frameworks,
textbooks, assessments, teacher
credentialing standards, and criteria for
selecting administrators should align
with or reinforce one another. However,
assessments are often out of line with
curricular frameworks; credentialing
standards do not seem to connect with
much of anything; and the basis for
selecting administrators tends to be
managerial, not educational, expertise.
Alignment problems reflect failures in
goal-setting.
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TRE' BoTtom LINE:
Although the productivity chain (inputs-transformation-outputs)
starts with the hiring and purchasing subsystem, purchasing and
hiring criteria do not support a productivity focus.
The criteria used reflect low standards, the low credentialling
standards for new teachers imposing the most extensive damage on
the system.

The ciiteria by which ir?ms are selected are often not aligned with
each other.

Maintenance

IUm*

Outpluses.

!amines

Maintenance functions are inherently conservative in that their purpose
is to keep the organization going as it
is. This function deals with physical
plant, vehicles, grounds, and equipment;
disbursement of supplies; personnel

functionssuch as promotion and
compensation; and keeping track of
accounts receivable and payable. Like all
organizational functions, maintenance
has its own characteristic dynamic that
it tends to pursue beyond the point of
maximum advantage for the system as a
whole. Maintenance of a reasonably
steady state often seems to be carried to
the point of organizational rigidity,
unnecessary policies and procedures
being imposed in the name of control
and stability. In fact, maintenance units
arc chronic problems in both private
and public sector organizations.
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Horror stories abound about trying
to get schools repaired, bills paid, or
teachers transferred, especially in urban
school districts. However, there are few
good analyses of this function, and
reliable generalizations are not possible.
What is clear is that t!lis function
enforces or sets conditions that help
create and maintain schools that "stay
the same." Changing these conditions
requires changes in the governance and
manage, ent functions and in management-union relationships.
The maintenamy subsystem dots not align
ibt professional development of teachers with
eyidente cji improved teadmg performance.

De facto professional development is
usually a ritual means to salary increases, without requiring that the
training be connected to improved
teaching performance or using training
stratevlically to support continuous
improvement at the school level.
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II sets classroom and total work hoursjhr
teaeherc that preclude the

tion, studentfi4bank

kw/ of daily preparacoordmalwn, and

prole" ssiona/ leaning, required by teachers to

mainiam and improiv /heir perfrrmanct.
It relies heavily on /he less eff-rtive mcans of

molipaliv the adults in Ihe Srsinn:
compliance, which includes ajCar of punishment

-tOr mfrathons, and extrinsic rewads,

Rules and
regulations arc somewhat effective in
setting performance standards. but even
under these circumstances the allowable
minimum tends to become the maxiincluh pai; promolion, and praise.

mum level of performance. If the
motivational base for performance is
compliance with a rule, there is no
motivation to exceed that requirement,
rendering rules and regulations notoriously ineffective in motivating the kinds
of spontaneous, cooperative, and
inventive behaviors that go beyond job
descriptions but do much to increase
organizational success.

The teacher unions reinforce the
use of these less effective ways of
motivating educators. The unions were
established to protect teachers from
common management abuses and co
allow for collectie bargaining. Today,
although national and state bodies are
often supportive of and eloquent on the
need for change and continuous improvement in order to yield better
results and maintain funding. many rank
and file members and building level
"shop stewards" are still operating in
traditional modes. They encourage
their representatives CO operate like old
industrial unions that protected seniority, discouraged collaboration with
governors and managers, and placed a
higher priority on political action than
on improving results.
The prevalbq pallern ofmanagemen/
top-down control) and many local branches of
the leacher umons mide a almost impossiblcfor
this subsystem to use the most iffiellve motivator:

Teaching can offer
intrinsic gratification from seeing
children learn, opportunities for originality, role elaboration, initiative, the
use of judgment and discretion, and
service to others. However, the role of
teacher is heavily circumscribed and
routinized. as indic.ucd by phrases like
intrinsic rewards.

"It [maintenance) reliesheavily
on the less #ctive means of
motivating the adults in the
system: legal compliance, which

includes a fear of punishment for
infractions, and extrinsic reWards,
which include pay, promotion,

-

r*andpraise, "

"teacher proof." The standard pattern
for managing schools will have to
change before thc maintenance function
can create the conditions that the
intrinsic rewards of teaching require.

411111111111111111.11111111111.1111111111111r.
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,TH.E:BOTTOM: LINE:

-Nivh,

The maintenance subsystem does not align the professional development of teachers with evidence of improved teaching performance.
It sets classroom and total work hours for teachers chat constrain
daily opportunities for professional improvement.
It relies heavily on legal compliance and extrinsic reward for motivating the adults in the system, motivators that arc less effective.

Top-down management and many local branches of the teacher
unions make it almost impossible for this subsystem CO use the
most effective motivator: intrinsic rewards.

BASIC FINDINGS
The analysis looked for characteristics of a productive education system:
focus, alignment of functions around
the focus, internal adaptation to correct
performance shortfalls. adaptation to
changes in external requirements.
continuous improvement processess.
and incentives that encourage these
hallmarks of productoe systems.

It found:
a faded governance subsystem and

a teaching and learning subsystem
structured for continuity rather than
continuous improvement:

an outplacement subsystem that
virtually did not exist, leaving the
system xsithout iceback on changes in
external requirements: and
a seriously undeveloped adaptation/
innovation subsystem, undermining
the system's ability to adapt internally
or to continuously. improye.

therefore faded locus:

a management subsystem unable to
align functions around a focus
because that focus yy as missing;
NIcm using mom;
a Imam:in.;
meelunically, not to cncour,N,
product 15:11 v improvements:
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PART IV: PRIORITIES FOR I M PROVING
K- 1 2 PRODUCTIVITY
The root causes ot many of the
problems in American education he in
these functions: gmernance. management. and finance; teaching and learning; and adaptation and innovation.
Problems in hiring and purchasing.
maintenancemd outplacement seem
largely derivative of problems in these
other functions.

This section descrilts a connected
set of changes, targeted on the most
compromised functions of the education system. Because these functions
are interconnected m multiple ways and
affect other system functions changing
all three is necessary for improving the
productivity of the s% stem. There
should be no illusion that changing only

one---or one only a little bitwill mak,
much difference. 'This does not mean
that all three have to be changed simultaneously. Some sequencing is advis-

4',S

able. I low ever, there hqs to he a ehange

stratexy that includes the set ot-changes.

Thc Consoitium makes six recommendations. I he first tive as a St/ focus
me-tulfftS for them to follokt that direc-

tion, and the ~mem and stronger
teehttleal hale necessary to respond effec-

IV:

stem's actors;

motivate them to achieve them; and

gi%e them the toolsthe technical
knowledge and freedom of acuon
they need to achieve them.

The sixth recommendation addresses all ot' us in our individual
communities. It defines the roles that
we have CO play to support these
changes at the local level.

_

I. Renegotiate the governance an
management contract.

2. Eztend accountability of schools
for student learning to accountability of major functions of the
system.
5. Use the education financing system to improve educational prncluctivity.

4. Create the conditions that let
schools learn.
5. Set up quality controls for inno-

on dtrearen for the system's acte:rs.

tL

define goals for the

ivt It to incentives. In other words.
thew address the insinutinnai arrangements required to:

vations and develop mechanisms
for legitimating better practices.
6. Make a contract among ourselves
for the next generation.
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"Pus section does not make specific
recommendations or implementation
isioned chanoss are
suosstions. TI

sufficiently fundamental and interconnected that substantial debate and
technical analysis are required prior to
developmo action plans. Ihere is no
idea here that has not been tried in
other countries. other industries, or

r

^

46stat mar ta
go-al-sett&

anaara-krtiti

Az;

I

-Oder

other occupations. Some ideas arc
dready being tried .n some states and
some schools. However. education in
this country goes on under many
conditions. and broad ideas have to he
configured to work under those conditions. All changes should conform to
standards of-effectiveness. This implies
continuous learning: trials, measurement analysis. and redesign.

.

RENEGOTIATE THE

-s\ -

GOVERNANCE AND
MANAGEMENT CONTRACT
Absent marked improvement in
goaksetting and standard-setting for
the s% stem, efIor tO mpros iii her

tunLtions of the mstem A ill not hase
much el feet rhe absence of stable and
limited goals disables the System S
Abilities to set performance standards.
to assess its performance. and to take
corrective actions when performance
falls below st.md. -d. the reason being
that all of tliese actis IC les require a
target. Failed goals are also a source of
mettielencies HI the other tunctions. ii

that there is nothing stable or sufficiently limited around which their
operations can be aligncl
However, approaching the problem
of goals and standards bv trying to
establish limited and stable goals at
national or subnational levels may be
doomed for the very reason that goal
chaos exists in the first place. For
decades Americans sought identity as
'Americans.' and subscribed at least to
the mythology of common interests.

Thc concept of the -common school"
represented this social agreement. For a
number of reasons common ;dentin.,

values, and interestsor the mythology
of common interestsare giving was' to
specialized values, interests, and identi-

ties. The deepening politieliation of
the schools, as indicated by conflicts
over values, reflects this more sweeping
social attempt to t'sert dii ergo,- and
speciali4ed identity. We are simultaneously becoming more international
and more parochial and tribal.

This larger problem cannot he
solved within the education sector.
lovseier. ii %%arns us that usmg goals to
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deal with the sk stem s real and destruc

'For the public K-12 systtm,'thi-''

rive goal chaos rn,n nor work.'

Consortium recommends-th;tan-_,
agreement he struck that exchaigt

Tor th, publa A 12 ..,rstini. the Censor-

num in,

mild, Au an ,Ifyrement he struck

autonomy for accountalfit

duknoml kr di7owl/a/v/11v

tha.t

\utonoms r kr, to the ,flacwomv
k stair /''I subject to state
licensing !NUM. Merl( S and possibly to
pci fol mance k 011(1.10ES With the

conummitv

ducational .1,Zen(s; the
mandse schools.

autonomy of cuppintc

except for issues such as conflicts of
interest, equits, or economies of scale

that are better managed at levels above
the individual school, and the ,zuhwoniv
rustomtrs to choose schools.

Autonorm for suppliers of public
schooling and their customers should
reduce the lethal politics that now
surround schooling Consensus has
evaporated. but in special ways. There
is apparentk os(rwhelming agreement
about the basic purposes of education
and the core subjects that schools
should teach Consensus has disintegrated around social values, such as
discipline. dress, prayer. sexuality. and
the value and role of the family. The
most divisive and destructive politics in
education revoke around these issues.
Autonom, tor the suppliers and customers ot public education lets families
with partkular sal lies select schools
os hid) rale, t those values.
...111-11" 51.ill

5.f
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trII to Tr.,

l
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.1cconwahdar refers to the responsibility, assumed in exchange lor autonomy. for the school to meet established performance criteria that reflect
the interests of three levels of the
society: the community, the state, and

the nation. Failing to meet its performance responsibilities should have
consequences in the form of the revoca-

tion of its state license and, if it is
operating under a performance contract
with a local school board, in the cancel-

lation of its contract.
In other words, the point is to:
use accountability mechanisms CO
assure that schools meet standards

for which there is substantial consensus (high standards of learning in the
foundation subjects : and
use autonomy tor suppliers and
customers to avoid conflicts where we
have little consensus. Autonomy for
suppliers and families gives voice to
subgroup preferences, in that families
can select schools so ith values consis-

tent with their own.
I
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AUTONOMY OF SUPPLIERS

standards. School-leel autonoms in

TO START SCHOOLS

the form of site-based management. is
increasingly used in the states Sitebased management arrangements ary m
terms of the autonomy that schools
have over the organization 0f instruction; planning and structure the hiring
and firing of staff, and allocation of
resources to the school and w ithin the
school. For nample. some charter
schools operate as legalk independent
entities, such as nonprofit corporations
or teacher-owned cooperatn es Others
operate with no more autonoms than
manv traditional public schools

The tax-supported, public system is
already moving in this direction. Home
schooling is growing. as are charter
schools. As of January I 905. 1 i4
charter schools had been approved in
nine of the eleven states with charter
school laws. 85 being new schools and
49 conversions of existing schools. In
1995 an additional 1 4 states imw
consider charter school legislation.
Early data on charter schools reveal
diverse and innovative instructional
programs. such as teaching multiple
subjects in the context of a common
theme (citizenship, for example): multiage grouping of students: or a focus on
specific subjects, such as the arts or
sciences (U.S. General Accounting
Office, Charttr _Wools. 1095

.

Since taxpayer dollars finance
charter, as well as traditional, schools,
how state licensing requirements for
chartering a school are designed is key
to the integrity of public education.
Aside from issues of health and safety.
requirements must he consistent with

the U.S. Constitution and Supreme
Court rulings in terms of the separation
of church and state.

Technical analyses and experimentation will help determine w hich decisions
should be allocated CO the school and
which retained at higher levels. Experience in other countries, such as the
United Kingdom. .how s that certain
decisions should not be delegated to the
school level These include decisions
that entail conflicts of interest, such as
the decision to close a school, economies of scale, such as the funding of
costly laboratories better shared among
adjacent schools, or the assurance of
equity, usualk poorh handled at school
and local lesels

AUTONOMY OF CUSTOMERS

TO CHOOSE SCHOOLS
AUTONOMY OF SUPPLIERS

TO MANAGE SCHOOLS

If schools are to be held accountable
for their performance. schools should
have that level of mana,!ement autonomy required to meet performance
72
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Of the total students enrolled in
grades ;- I 2 in either public or prnate
schools in Iggi, 8 I percent %%ere
enrolled in assigned oubhc schools,
percent in public school% that their
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II

families had chosen. and S percent in

Departmem of
Education, National (:enter t-or Educa-

private schools

tion Sta tistics. Education Pohcv /ssu(s:

Siatisural Perspectives, Table 1. p. i. Nlav

1995.
Of those who chose their child's
school in 1993, the three primary
reasons for Fublic school parents were a
better academic ,mvironment, special
academic courses, and convenience.

Almost 30 percent of poorer parents
chose on grounds of convenience. versus
16 percent of wealthier parents U.S.
Department of Education. National
Center for Education Statistics, Education l'ober Issues: Shins-heal Persperoves, p.2,

May 1995). The fact that parents
differ in their value preferences means
that parental choice does not necessarily

protect community, stateind rw,tional
interests in well-educavd graduates.
Whatever the basis for parental choice,
buyers also need regular and objectise
measurement of the variables of concern
to them, a reqiurement now poorly met.

ACCOUNTABILITY TO COMMUNITY,

STATE, AND NATIONAL PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

Education is one of the goods and
seivices for which we, as a society, care
about consumer,' choices because of the

civic, economic, and other implications
of those choices. Accordingly, most
state constitutions have equity clauses
in their education laws. A democracy
depends on an informed and educated
electorate, and education increases the
health status .'World Bank, 1993) and
economic growth of a society.
It is generally accepted that communities and states have an interest in welleducated graduates. The national
interest is more controversial, partly
because trauma!, as opposed tolidtra/,
ways of protecting it have not been well
defined. The Consortium argues that
the nation, not just the states and local
communities, has an interest in accountability. The effects of a weak education
transcend state boundaries. Companies
need workers with more skills,' disparities in wealth becoming increasingly
related to disparities in education.
Those states with weak education
systems contribute less co the country's
economy and leave the young, who often
migrate to other states, less able to
accommodate economic change, more
apt to need government assistance, and
less apt to form stable families. Responsible civic participation requires the
ability to follow complex issues: trade
treaties, environment versus growth
debates, health reform, or the redefini-

tion of America's international military

The shtft from mass to fleslhle production. the inrenationaltzation of the econums and the role of trAe
in the '.ti eermomv all stno .:. up sktll requirements dor esample. hetsseen I So And lug/ the sum ot the
value of trade Imports + espr,ets s percent of the gross national product invreAsed from about 9 to about
percent More tr.hle meanv mote products And serctees ihmt have to meet the evading requirements of
mtervational sil%totner
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role. Poork educated oters affect the
quality of our pohtic.d debate and our
national. as well as state and
leadership.

national goals w ill Liihrgy and Li ill hase

to be worked out I-low es er once this
w oil, is Lompl,Rd. thi goals
should be less VUlnerable to instability
and rntiltiplicatIon because they are
stabilized and embedded in the measures.

"There are two basic
accountahility mechanisms

.

.

.

.

One is learning assessments for
different grades

.

.

The other is a

national examination that has to
he passed in order to graduate

from hrjh school Althotgh
national in scope, these meda741viligns should not &federal"

Accountability mechanisms with
consequences protect conlillUnt(V. state.
national. and customer interests. The
publication of information about school
performance that is required for accountability provides families with the
basis for informed choice. Goals still
have to be defined in order to design
proper accountability measures. entailing substantial political work. Alth000_.h
the main national interest hes in students performances On the core subjects used in economic ,md co ic hie.
states and communities \till have
additional goals for which the% w ill

wont to hold schools accountablefor
example, their dropout and pushout
rates, Thus. problems of cinsistcticY
and Imuts aniong communm state, ,md
14
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There are two basic accountability
mechanisms that protect the national
Interest in a well-educated citizenry.
One is learning assessments for different grades. a process that already occurs.
although too sporadically, through the
National Assessment of Educational
Progress. The other is a national
examination that has to be passed in
order to graduate from high school.
Although national in scope. these
mechanisms should not be federal.
Assessments and examinations should
be constructed by autonomous national
bodies that include teachers, subject
matter specialists. and testing experts.
To help schools prepare their
students to meet learning standards,
content and performance standards for
particular fields should bc available.
Their use by States and schools should

be voluntary. Starting with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. professional organizations in
most of the major curiicular areas have
acted on their own initiative to draw up
these standards. They have done so out
of a 4ro,.% mg concern for professional-

ism and a recognition that societal
forces such as the emergcnce of a global
economy are changing the knowledge

and skills that studtnts need. These
frameworks do not contain the content
specificit% common to national cur1 icula in other countries or to the
Lurncula ol some ',Lites They leave
substantial :twin tor state and local

interpretation
Accountabilits mechanisms have to
)or-rit states work with
ha% e teeth
"bankrupt,t procedures. The apphcanon of such procedures should be
preceded ID% the use of "swat teams" of
technical experts to help schools in

trouble long before the situation
reaches that of bankruptcy. Other
possibilities now being considered
include carefullx specified performance
contracts between schools and school
boards. ttith explicit agreements about
the grounds for closure of the school.
Sex eral European nations, such as

the United Kingdom the Netherlands.
Sedenind Neu Zealand. pursue
forms of this kind of governance and
management contract Their experiences should be used m an analysis of

marked. some being national and some
province- or state-level examinations.
Countries vary in how they enforce a

school's responsibility to meet national
standards. The United Kingdom has
upgraded its inspection system, initial
and in-service reacher training, and
training of head teachers to increase the
chances that schools can meet their
performance responsibilities. The
Scottish experience suggests that
"enforcement" is more profitable if it
consists of frequent feedback on performance and early technical intervention
in response to problems. Each school
reports its examination scores annually
to the regional authorities. making
performance problems visible early and
allowing the regional authorities to
intervene with technical help quickly.
Although every school is also inspected
every five years by Her Majesty's
Inspectorate of Schools. experience
shows that if a school fails an inspection, it is too late. The school will
already be in virtual receivership.
Renegotiating the governance and

the costs and benefits of specific
alternatn es The Netherlands gnes
substantial freedom to form schools.
but am school formed must use one of
three curricular plans Catholic. Protestant, or humanist and is held account-

management contract for the public

able for as students performance on
national examinations Recognizing
that autonom% Itholit accountability
leaves the nation aad community
ithout am means of assurinc, quality,
sirtualk all ,ountries hae examinations.

it can redistribute power to the broad
society to form schools. It gives much
more autonomy to schools. The role of

schools will affect the current distribution of power between levels of government and between the legislative and
executive branches at each level. Depending on the details of the contract.

local school boards becomes unclear.
although the idea of contracts between
individual schools and the school board

These art teacher-set and teacher-
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`51ccountability mechanisms have

to have teeth. Some states work

.

with `bankruptg' procedures.
. .0ther possibilities now being

setting standard-setting. and their
embodiment in national assessments
and evammations, but %,.orks chi ough

autonomous or semi-autonomous
nat.onal bodies that include teachers It
finances the operations of the se Ioo_d les

considered include carefully
specified performance contracts
between schools and school boards,

with explicit agreements about the

groundsfor closure of the school."

would define a clear role. In anticipation that regulations and mandates will
be considerably curtailed, the district
office can be considerably downsized.
handling certain functions for reasons
of-economies of scale or conflicts of
interest. The district office also competes with outside suppliers in pros idmg certain services that autonomous
schools purchase. Under this scenario.
the state becomes important in ses eral
ways: licensing schools. financing, them.
and, depending on how termination
uounds are worked out. revoking
licenses on es idence of the failure to
meet national and other standards. The
state or a version of district central
offices may play the role of continuous
performance monitoring of and technical assistance to the schook like the
ticottish regioni authorities.

The federal level has a muted but
role. it facilitates the con.ensus-building required for muional
76 $ USING WHAT WE HAVE

2. EXTEND ACCOUNTABILITY
FOR SCHOOLS TO
ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE

MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THE
SYSTEM
Schools are held accountable for
student learning h means of assessments and examinations in selected
subjects How eser, it should now be
clear that other subs\ stems posserfullx
affect the capacities of schools to meet
their obligations Thus, the principle of
accountabilm should be estended to
other major functions of the ss stem
Implementing this principle requires
deciding hich actis Ines of each major

function most affect sstem improsement and deseloping measures mexpensne enough to allow frequent measurement For e \ample an annual assessment of governance might include
measures of sl Miler the governors has e
increased or dLcreased the Cot us in the
ss stem, as indicated bs the number of
new regulations the% have passed the
number of old ones the\ hae rescinded.
,ind the number of mandatei only
peripheralls relatkd to learning the%

hat.e imposed on the chook
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These imastnes should hae two
purpos, s On, is to help those responsible Cot the acto, \ improve by seeing

how th,) ,ne performing relative to
certain standaids \nother purpose is
to create knchmaiks for the system at
national state ,ommunity. and school
lei els Fhe Oiganization for Economic
Co-opt.tation and De)elopment
OECD has cleated education indica(.7d/we for nal IOns-tors I
or example a nit.asui, of inter-nation
differencis in the iatios of teaching to
non-teaching stat 1: There is substantial
olden-cc that national policymakers in
the OECD countries compare or
benchmark the efficiency and effecmeness of their particular system
against that of other countries. An
analogue to this international system is
a U S ss stem. where the states are the
units of comparison and a state-level
ss stem. where schools or communities
are the units of t. oinparison.
It is not aka), s clear how actors
responsible tor different functions can
be held accountable for their performance For example. the governors tor
the s stem an. either elected or appointed b% those who are elected. Thus.
m theory the ballot box constitutes the
accountabiliti mechanism. However,

those who )ote in local school board
elections usually constitute fewer than
ten percent of the registered voters, and
votes for state and federal legislators
reflect a combination of interests.
education being only one. Indicators
s% stems are a start, in that ,r.er Lime
they begin to define -responsiblepractice. 'efficient practice. and
-effective practice... thus slowly changing the standards to which different
actors in the system hold themselves.

3. USE THE EDUCATION
FINANCING SYSTEM TO
IMPROVE EDUCATIONAL
PRODUCTIVITY
In education. the relationships
between inputs, processes that transform inputs, and outcomes :)s hat are
called -education production functions.' are not well understood.' This
lack of knowledge remains a serious
impediment to the ei ficient expenditure
of resources in what m 1993-94 was .1
$285 billion public elementar% and
secondary education industry. It also
prevents empirically-based estimates of
what is required to equallie opportunities to learn among students from vastly

dn. nor, 0 1,1 1h It there are patterned relationships beineen ed.', at ional proiesses And ouisomes
th it till )1eld kompir ihlk u sults A. toss teachini situations I he interaatons kin cam the tea:her. subicct and
st a 01 ht so komries as to s leld no eenerailtations hach educational situ ition is thus
.tuInt ,Als
r ith su..st ss Is t imiorn And not him?, is to he learned front Ans on,. else s esperten,c) is co unati !how
fler ii i, rs I fs fru serint 11,114.1111,1Nr .lit'Af ihc health am] eklu.ation 51., tors are ,rnparc,i II IS hard
f`i
een rat lents hnoliaD:ai s, stems. litnesses A101 aitername trratmcnts
IN-Ites, )1+,1 flu iii ri lions
..1,11T11

,amlltt, 10111 I,

,

I im)cs,r th li a;th

than those betneen stta,i,nts' lc unit,: siIteins. It itnim4 priiHems. And teachinc
irhict)tan,i and inanair thrIe tnteractIon)
, tor iintinucs to improve its abilits i
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different homes alid communities.
lea% mg the resolution of the question to
ideololz% And power pohl

Historicalk, few Inccni I CN. other
than simple Incentoes lor additional
spending, Ii,ie been built into state aid
formulas for education. I low oer.
Imancing system can be used not only
to provide funds for a public ser% ice but
to prwide ,ippropi itt incent i%
for the relevant actors to stmt.' for
desired ends.
AMIN=

"Funding formulas could be used

to link a steady reduction in
regulations and mandates to a
reduction in non-teaching, staff"

districts

1,11 khl //m,, p
\ugust
No% loik ( it\ is not
uniqu, [he piobl, in is [hit th, , ost
accounting Ate0,01ies it disti ICI
1Q04

!

are not organi..,d to a11515,1 impottant
product I% RI and polies qu, scions

1 second t% pe ol incento, possibh
in a II am, w oiL ol consortia ol stjtes

and the lidit ii ON Minh. nt t 11 If pool
R&D monks ,iould locus lb, R&D
communit on issues of pioducto at.
fhe object's e would be to improke
technical knowledge about producto it%
pax of Cs to alternatoe inputs nd more
productoe %%ay., of using inputs, the
results being used in the design of
school funding foimulas For ample,
multi-media instruction based on what
we know trom the cogniti%e sciences
about how people Lam, piomises to
create a powerful learning ,n% ironment
chfining th, 1,111 foi the r eAcher as
coach it uses tht tiacher Ioi nonB.

Designing such Incentives requires
technical expertise. but the objective
would be to provide three types ol
incentoes. One is to create incentives
for school districts ulumatel% schools
to keep their hooks in ways that clarify
where the mones goes. The budgets of
mans districts ,tre
tiet lir to relate
costs to activities. For example. when
outside auditors tried to help New York
City estimate special education and
bilingual program costs, they found that
won,.
the Board
2, Moo different ledger accounts to
track spending in its
divisions.
bureatIN. and offices and i 2 school
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routinei e higher %Atte-added
work, it doelops students highei order
skills. bad!. needed in todas
world, and it engages th t. students in
learning. thus motoatIng them as ,ocogni t is

product. i. of then 051 u. lea; ning

II

studies show that them. it sults from
-hot house" experiments such as at the
ss.,w `tot k it\
Dalton
replicate more IS id'l'. I indiiig lormulas
can bt. Isigrkd to encourage schools to
begin intotpoiating tht se technologies
\s another examplE, Fable 2
showed that the L `7, Malts(' to other
countries has at all lex els ot the educa-
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tional s% stem a disproportionately laros
share of non-teaching stall to teachers.
Given that clementar% .md secondary
education Ic nints for the majoritt, Of

!lance student learnmo Ferguson and

the staff in any educational system the
probabilities are high that dus high
ratio of non-teachin.o staff Co
lor all loels applies z-o the K-1 2. foci.

Juldr:n In early elementary school
achieve at a significantl hio,l,er level in

.\( the eureme..ipPlymn 'he Ret°)."'
percent of non-teachmo stall to the
United States k &mid h.ne reduced the
I 992 U.S. non-teacInng staff by bout
40 percent. %Jr one million slots. At the
same time. Cite large non-teachiniZ NC.111
stems in large measure from the number

A 198 random
Ladd. lOrt hcommg
assignment iNperunent the STAR
Cl penmen( ii lennessee holm s Chat

classes of I 5 Chan Liles do ii classos of
2 5. The gains are even greater for poor.
minorits children Nlosteller. forth-

coming .

-"The surest way. to 4ei-troy
coopetation 21-ict, therefore,

organizaiional'exellenee, is to
force'peOp e to compete for
-rewards or recognition or-to
therngaitist each other. -For each
.

of regulations and mandates funded
and unfunded in U.S. education.
Funding formulas could be used to link
a steady relit:ER.)11 LII regulations ,md

mandates to a reduction in non-teaching
staff. This strategy would nor Only
increase locus in the system, but also
lree Up resources tor other purposes.
How these resources should be reallocated wain depends on careful
studies of productive uses. Reducing
teachers' time in the classroom is a
strong candidate, but only if careful
studies show that teachers in countries
wida smaller instructional loads use the
released time for improving their
practice. Another candidate is reducing
student:teacher ratios. \lthough the
evidence on class size is mixed, w ith
sonic studies show ing little or no
beneficial effe,:ts of smaller class SI/cc
011 Student learning, a recent .malysis
based On careful statistical modeling,
indk-ates ilhu smaller class si/es

.

:person who wins,--there ire manyothers.who catTy with them the
Kohri,
feeling.of haiing

Why:Incentive. Plans cannot
Harvard Wusiness Review,
Septernber7OctObee; 19,93,

.

The third type of incentive is for
schools to improve, such as programs
already being tried in stales such as
South Carolina. Indiana. and Texas.
These programs reward the schools with
the best performance. as typically
measured by gains in student test
scores. Since the incentil es are organized around the Ay/. these programs
shoulci encourage organuations that
learn: rewards orgamied at the loci of
USING WHAT WE HAVE
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Se% eral (as t ors pi oduLe schools that
individual teachers defeat this purpose.
Co stJt Chi same and suppress
learn
_ems.
such
as
These programs raise probl
demand Ioi LYL t tir pract lie Changing
the methodological challenge of-acno one lactoi ly ill be sufficient CC)
counting adequately Cor the different
reverse this situation ,md most changes
t ne
socioeconomic hac kgro un,s 0."
are not solely y 'thin the control of- the
students. Howe\ er. this is a technical
problem that can be sok ed Yith \N hat are school The oblectit c is to make
etteetne use of renegotiated goy ernance
called -talue-added" measures ofachievement.' A more fundamental issue and management contracts They
pros ide thy autonomy to change and
emerges from the early research on sitepert ormance pt essure to change acFile
technical
base
based management.
Other changes are
countabilitt
tor improving is so weak or so poorly
requited
to
create
conditions for staff
disseminated that even schools that want
to improve do not have reliable guidance learning
on how to do so. Thus, incentives to
Work w ithm the school has to be
improve may not yield much until the
reorganized to multiply professional
technical base improves.
interactions around improvement
Working in professional teams, rather
than solo, is one obvious means The
4. CREATE THE CONDITIONS
importance of teams for creating
OyeinILNI10/13 that learn underscores
THAT LET SCHOOLS LEARN
that performance rmards should he
Renegotiating the governance and

management contract is a necessary
condition for helping schools learn. A
changed contract would give schools the
management discretion required to
adapt and innovate; it would set performance standards that would provide
targets for schools: and it %%ould set tir
accountability assessments that should
generate some performance pressure on
school and thus demand for performance-enhancing knowledge ,md
strategies.
S

for the school ot for teams not foi
indis idual teachei s Nlent pat for

individual teachers undeacuts team
formation Another means is school
clusters that create "learning cells"
for [cachets, these can he geographicalls cont iguous schools or members
of reform ny tit orks, such as the
Coalition ot Essential Schools Still
another is introducing benchmarking
into schools inherently a team

should be tudized not in terms ot the Absolute ,I,rt te lest ssoo s ot tin ir students but rAther in
terms ot hots much learning IlAs been Added bs the s:hool, S hsssis nith studs nts from flu tirret rnisidlr
Tisshs iih stod. tsts tint ths loner
hAse lil,thet scores bs noun- ot !mils bAskeround ilone
,IASses tiC hitch 10 on

liMcr

411C-And Mr 1,itts hhZi`II,Lk

sninsos

iu.hiiis do IA ((Cr

thAn %OM.' hdne 'Vett ere%(Cd An-J 1110.: thAt do Vi ntsr. ifs en the 11.11.1, terlst ICS (.11 the StaJents thAt they
scts
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activity focused on locating and
incorporating best practice.
Professional interactions require
time. Increasing thein 111.1% reqUire

reducing teachers instructumal
at the least, making much more effective
use of teachers' non-instructional tinw.
The instructiinal hours .1N e. H As total
working hours for S. teachers are
to other industriali.ed
%er high relai
countries. An objective tnne audit
would reveal the time currently available
for activities other than instruction.
Reducing instructional hours is dot
only minimally under the control of the
school, even with budget discretion, but.
because of its potential budget implications, requires a careful analysis of the
conditions that have to be in place for
reduced instructional time and translate
into skill enhancing interactions among
teachers.

However. riallillrits show Ihill

-filwr hours ar /he classmeni. eArlier teachers'

that schools whose graduates cannot
pass the e.sainmations required ro
practice either improve or close their
doors. When used in board certif.% ing
examinations for experienced teachers. high standards create a merit
basis for pay increases and promotion
to positions such as master teacher
rhey also goe teachers %%ho meet

these standardsand the activities in
which they engagemuch more
credibility with the public. These
activities include teaching, debates
about introducing innovations, and
setting national and state examinations and curricular frameworks.
MEP

..,.:-

"Credentialing standards are the
most effective way to improve Me

quality of scools of education, in
Mat schools whose graduates

pramer, Ihr (arts ahnos.t rerhim/1 rim ly rourred

cannot pass the examinations

hr rtalleraImx receurer.iiirm noll-mstrutwolial

required to practice either improve

stirlyte teadmx

or close their doors."

Clear and high standards for teaching
are a necessary condition. High
standards for teaching have multiple
virtues. When used in credentialing
examm,,tions for not entrants. they
signal expected performances in the
profession. information that schools
of education Can use to structure
their training programs and goals
toward which student teachers can
strive. t:redentialing standards are
the most effect t%e m,.mv iii improm e i he

11111.1111111111111111111111111111111

However. their contribution to
creating schools that learn lies in
upgrading the technical knowledge.
skillsmd professional norms that
practitioners bring to their practice and
creating standards against which dad%
performance is iudged. In other %%ords.

they can act as improsement goals for
leachers in their daily practice. File

quality of schools of ..,±ucation. ill
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5. SET UP QUALITY

ers. ,Ind studentsA factor that heirs

CONTROLS FOR INNOVATIONS

AND DEVELOP MECHANISMS
FOR LEGITIMATING BETTER
PRACTICES
Productivw: in a sector is strongly
related to the strength of that sector's
technical base. The ftchnical kis,. In
',loth ue as And lacks (hi
;ducat:or,
cumidatisc psalm associated Aith
technic-all% Mori' robust industries. No
issue seems to st.n. settled. Plc edu,
on scctor is hL.u.d% politrited in part
because so mam issues can onh. be

dectld on ideologkal. not technical.
grounds

I he .0. stem sublet.. inon, too

much s,ztered nd unevaluated ehatwe
And too itttic ms,tentlttc. us ell-evalttAtt d

A rrior tv for Incre.t.,11117.

t,rogress in the s, ;to,- is estal'ushii.g.
al

undcr
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kno,

lor
rhr tnd pr.L-trc,
'PISN

thtt

trusted Ani

nat:onal RL\D bodkzet in
\Ham the
educ.,tion and teachers and parents'
resistance to change in the schools.

Different industries. not !us( health.
has e faced the standards and consensus

proHcm. and des.gning comparable
mechanisms for education should be
based on an anak sis ol the esrerionces

tst. these Industrie, r sr eamplc. the
Ici,ensus detelopmcnt process of the
National Instwates of I lealth brat one
,sav of reachmg consensus suithm the

professional cornmo:litt about besr
practice,. ilk- technical base should
reflect international knost L JOS And best
,,ractice.it'st us he 1 lntc.1I b.1SC r.1
!watch reflects reseArch conducted all
odd. rlius. t he knoss leduc
sl:ouid be
and practice to bc
nternationAl, althou411 field and other
mak .v ill often have to be tercated to
Anwri.-.in
150 ,"rltcti for itd,:tno
And

Ath.1
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developed with practitioners as %%ell as

technical experts. What do schools find
they need to knmk in order to trust new
Isno% ledge and to imest the effort

o'

"The cnteria for judsing
knowle4e and praafre should ht

required to use a new practice? .fhese

developed with practitioners as

:mem can operate as -check lists- for
schools to liSC 0 adoption decisions.

well as technical experts. What do
schools find they need

to blow?"
6. MAKE A CONTRACT
AMONG OURSELVES FOR THE
N EXT GENERATION

both to individual subsystems and to

Each of s, in one role or another. Is
a stakeholder of the U.S. education
system. In our role as citizens we set
the basic constraints for education. A rt
A result. we take on responsibility with
educators and polics makers for establishing the conditions that let schools
improse and students learn. This
document was written in part to help
citizens understand the root causes of
some of the problems ill education so
e Caii use our power to support
changes likely to sield long-tcrin ben-

the way in which they relate to each
other as parts of the greater whole.
Citizens, and certainlY the educators
who have tO implement reforms, have
the right to ask for evidence that
reformers base done their systems

homework.

Arc reformers working at the lesel
of symptoms or root causes? How

do they know: What conditions hae
to bc in place lot the reform to
succeed: Are they in place: How is
the reform expected to affect the
different subsystems of education?
What resistance t a the reform is
e.xrccted I fase the ideas behind the
reform been implemented elsewhere.
and if so. is there credible, as opposed
to anecdotal, evidence on problems
and pavolis from the rerorm: Ii
those proposing the reform cannot

efit.
Following arc eight principles that
should be Lpt in mind m ans attempt
to make broad-based systemic changes.

Evaluate reforms using a systems
perspective. Citizens and educators
need change in education. but not the
coda. Fhe
k:nd of chang.,

rf.

answer questions such as these

basic assumption of A %%Atom Ap-

corwmcmgly, it would be adsisable to

proach to increasing productivity in
schools is that attention must he paid

ITO the proposal

'444'11'r
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Resist attempts to use the schools to
solve the community's social problerns. The Committee for Lonomi.
Developnwnt
004 states this
principle cli. "Nlanv look to the
sChool instead of to parents and

community as the front line of
defense against eerv social or health
,titer
a rcsillt
problem ....
schooi is accomplishing ne,thcr its
academic nor as social goals ....
Schools are often the only check-

performance in the long term

Communities should focus on a few
key academic goals. When ou Iry to

dellivrrd throt1.413 the schools, but thes

esers thing at once

,i;.e the most logical institution in
syhich to locate services. Rut the
i.chools are onl%

mswittren, and

their first missnm is to
educate....These

sers Ices um

social

should not be made the usponsibbn it
the schools." pp.4- S ties eral
countries. such as tier-many. use their
s.-hools in esactiv this %say. After die

academic day. students use school
premises for sports. club meetings,
and additional Jasse ,. of different
kinds.

ai There are no quick fixes. Lrni
suce;sses rh,n- dtsanpear is pockls as

they .1n 1! e produce disorient in,;

that hurt long-terns performance. Tor
school' CO .41110 permanent improvements. the grounds; ork must be
c,refolls latd
Moreover, reforms that oil1 it ork
1

rush reform hurts its ,11111115 to raise

be plard in the schools. they may he

mans. COMMUIlltICS, sChooi buildings

fI

performance temporards as the
chooI staff icarns and adjusts to die
change. Short-term -implementation
clips- Ire common in bosoms, and
should not he ci ICd upon as et idence
.1 reform plan is failinz. An\
mator change takes tame. 'Freitag to

focus on evervthmg. you focus on
nothing and only di' .rt !.carce reSottreeS also,. from the core rurposc
of improving academic performance.
Communities need to sictt liflint their
highest priorities and direct resources
and time to solsing these priority
problems. It is difficult to choose to
focus on soms aleas at the espense of
others, but schools eannot change

point' for identifying children s
health and social problems. And iii

I.

e

m the uiii

t

Surveys show significant differences in how educators and the public
slot thor schools. I lie process of
setting priorities should be based on
a number ot dialogues among the
stakehold:rs.

ftt

SS

.:"

404'

Move from shifting blame to sharing
responsibility. When ...locators and
admmistrators an.? attacked. they
natural:, heeome lenso

eventualls. afraid of trying new
reforms that might benefit the
students. When there are problems
with 3 no% reform effort teachers.
administrators. naicrits. students. and
other t dttrlintinitt memb,rs should
%,oric too.'ther to dett mime n h,t1 (Art

`4.

't4
r,

j.

,

=11,.
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be learned from the experience that
can be used to increase the chances of
success w rh tutlirc change efforts.

erone is part of the problem
and part of the solution. Most
communales shift the responsibilitt
for education to the schools bla every

paiemand es cry citizenshould be

"Evegone

part of de prohlan

and part of the so/ution,

parent and

.

should ht accountahlifor eir role'

in advancing stuaentqtjx. "

ccountable lor their role m advancing student learning. The ,:otnnuenits
needs to be involved in issues as

mundane as enforcing limits on TV
watching at hoine. making work time
avallable for parents to attend school
events, or sponsoring older children
in tutoring programs. The whole
commumt% should work to improve
all the education options available.

Insist on productivity improvement.
The entire community should link
their support for school budgets to
increases In School efficiency and

studcnt performance. Every policy
should be evaluated against its ability
to yield improvement in student
learning. In addition, parents, busi-

at no extra cost. ll this may not be

ness leaders, and policymakers should
ask for data that evaluates efficiency
in performance across the major
subsystems, not merely teaching and

possible at once. Change for its own

learning.

sake is not necissar t_v good. but since
more of the same Is unlikely to get us
w her,. we want to go. we must expect

Help expand the role of students as
co-producers of their own learning.

Let change happen. Many communities want their children educated the
same was they were and better results

things to be different. Getting better
results ma% require substantial
reallocation of resources. For example. teachers need more time to

%. current in their fields. to work
culiaboiatively with colleagues, and to
observe each others classrooms to be
more ellextive. However, parents
tend to resist these changes in tIv.
belief that if teachers .ire not in tke

ciaroom

hev are not V.

Recogniiing that time-on-task
powerfullY affects student learning,
the public should insist that students
make a greater contribution to the
learning proce:is and to the cost of
their education by doing more
homework. Until schools hold
sr udent x more ac:ountable

horirwork and require more time on
core academic subjects. the public IA di

ttoi a get o full return on it5

Itr

I ft, '
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THE RESPONSIBILITY IS OURS
\Vc cannot ,Inrk Iron, thc rc,ponsibtlits.
cdtacat 11.)11 r(11N1hit' n.1 I. bill 11),. rk-sout-cv, ,natlablc.

that

tlic nct

tlh. best

rtoductultv challcnzc

malvnation. and ci tort,. to ;teat,. a cara,-11.., tor

sk/I1Cd AN the
it+ net 4C1ICUM 111 ,111.1
,inart
onk
dv
limited
\\'' C.111 Arlord no It's, thAn to
Mier Icarnct.. '0.1
roople
hac to hclp
1,CI. (VI %%,,1 kut.Ind tvitcr pr,Tar....1 to a,itust to unccrtaint., and chanzc.

Itrtemct. .\merica
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PART VI: ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
In 100,2 A businesnmn ii ith .1 long record of inf olfement In public education

,oiwht to d, It T Mint h,m \m'rican edu,-ailon ould contam

Tula,
G ( arl R ill hairman of Geo. I. Ran. Inc. And president ol the Boll Foundain horticul
tiOn IHIted th,lt It- Ins international seed business had ink ested As
tore Rsears.li as tilt nation Ins c't n unpru f. mg education. his compans ff.,.ml..1 hose
gone banisturt years go. Mr. Ball met with Or. Nu.. Berryman. then director of the
Teachers
1115Mult on Education And the Economy at C:oltambia
ff ho ft ith her co-author .Fhomas Bidet h J ust completed a inolor study,
Deub/, /Ali\ et / Unwire', and

/ cenomr.

This studt shim ed th,u the U.S. economy fsas changing ropidly and in f%,is
that nuant that American schools had to change ff hot they taught. to %shorn. when.
and Ims, Thus, Elie problem ot change ,md the capacity of the education system to
,11.111,1e Clilt`rged

formidAble ISSLIes.

Berrymon. nof% A senior education
\Vick funding tiom the Ball :oundation.
( hL lkorld Bank. brought together national cApercs Chun dif erse
speciAlist
public se:tor management, productivits. finance. education. health policy. systems
anaksis. organi,tationAl ehange. and prisate sector management. One ollectue s as
to understand the apparent mobility of the educational system to change in producers that, by virtue of
use, rather than random. ways. The other sta. to identift
MO% v the system in
1.111115d
1.)1.011:fils.
atta.kong the root causes of the % stem'
11,1

produ, if its -improf mg direction.

The panel ,ons ened five nines mei the post 2 2 years ,md ret tewed drofts of
this report `sot iii panel members agree sfith eserYthing that is in this document.
but all agree ssith its basic premise And findings,
The Consortium is grAteful to Sue Berromon. ft ho n us the cotalvst for much of
Autliot of du. report
ii
th. oik sondu..ted b th Consortium and ti
Adisors I simJ , hi Fos !tied ongom;
1,1,
ol1sriIuill ,dso is ,71,lieful
Ib.ik Co improse this !nod document.
esptrtise md
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Special thanks ,zioes to our fundersthe Ball F,windation. which pro\ idt J tlh
basic operatint; support met- (brie \ears: Citicorp. which funded the disst mmation
of our 1,11,11110,s; the t Victor and Nlargaret D. Ball roundation: ,md the Robert
and 'Terri Cohn F,1111111- voundation. lhe Consortium also recteo,m/es the ,ontribti(ions of the Framinzham. Nlass.-hased consultmo, firm limo\ ation Associates
whose expertise in st stems analyst:, helped shape the thinkino, of the panel and The
Wtdmever Ctroup. t Inch recruited and coordinmed the advisory panel and edited
and desio.ned the I mal !Tort.

Fhe views an.1 opimons expressed in the document are those ot this author and
the (..onsol num 111t.Allbirs .1I1d do not necessank reflect those of the lunders or the
\Vorld Bank. ant of its affiliated Institutions, or members of its Board of Executive
I >treetop, and the countries they represent.
Following are Hoc.raphies of Consortium members and a lis( of our .w-b.isorv
board.

CONSORTIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE SCHOOLS
SUE E. BERRYMAN,

CHAIR

Sue L. Berryman Is a Senior Edu:ation Srecialt.st ,ith I he 'Worid B.mk in
Washington. I ).C. where she provides (cc Imtcal expertise Ior the Bank's in-est moms in education s. sk ins 111 the \fiddle Last. North Africa. Eastern Europe.
Central .\sIt. ind the counines of the former Sew let l'nwm

From 198i (992 she directed the Institute on Education and the L,:onorm at
Teachers (.:ollevs. t.oiumbia University. in New York Cnv. a research insnrute that
toeuses on the implications of cbauss in the U.S. economy and workplaces for the
U.S. education and trainnyz. system She Is and lit been a member of a number of
national adtiorsr boards She ha% been a member of the ludv's Niel for the New
York State ersion of the lialdrid,4e Award and an int iced speaker at many c.onferences on education and employability in the United State,i. She has testified
seseral tunes for differtin committee% of the I....S. t. ongres% and sened on set mil
National Academy of Science and National Academy of Engineerine; pank. sueh as
the Aeademt 's Committee on Postsecondary Education and Trairmw for the
Workplace. fler most recent book. ,o-authored with Fliomas R. Bailey, is
/kW. Helvt el idurditew and the ZArtoill.
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From I 07;- I9Si slit. was Behavioral Scientist with the RAND Corporation.
lietor( joinino. R 1ND, %hi. was on the faculty of the University of Minnesota,
worked as a R search asso,iate in the Director's Division of the oak Ridge National

Eaboriton ind r luzbt. lt the Harvard Business

k.;chool

After ln mg in tingapore. Hong Kong, and Japan. Dr. Berryman obtained a
Nlagna Cum Laude Bachelor's degree from Pomona College. graduate training in
anthropolugs at the University of Pennsylvania. and her doctorate from the Social
Relations D..pirtmenc of Johns Hopkins Universicv.

LAWRENCE D. BROWN
Lawrence Brown is Professor and Head of the Division of Health Policy and
Management in the School of Public Health at Columbia University. Dr. Brown
writes on competitive and regulatory issues in health policy and on the politics of
health care policymaking He is currently rwith Catherine NlcLaughlin) evaluating
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation's Community Programs for Affordable
Health Care and their Program for the Medically Uninsured. He has served on the
editorial boards of several Journals and was editor of the Journal of Health Politics.

Policy and Lut from i 984-1989.
He was a Professor in the School of Public Health at the University of Michigan, has been a senior fellow at tho Brookings Institution, and has served on the
Faculties of Smith College. the University of V.rgima. and Harvard University. He
receited his B A degree from Harvard University in 1909 and his Ph.D. in govern-

ment from Hanard Unisersity in 1973.

RICHARD F. ELMORE
Richard Elmore is a Professor of Education at the Graduate School of Education, Hanard Umv ersitv He is also a Senior Research Fellow of the Consortium
for Pohct Research in Education, a group of universities engaged in research on
state and local education policy, funded by the U.S. Department of Education.
Office ot Educational Research and lmprosement.
His research lotuses on state-local relations in education pohcv. school orgarn'anon and edtkational choice. Recent publications include titles such as: "Cur-

'Public School Choice as a Policy Issue". "Restructuring Schools:
riculum Poll, i
Reform and Retrenchment"; "School Finance Politics iii California"; "Forward and
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Roek%\ ord Nlapping: Re\ ersrale

.\nalvsis of Public PAR-%

nd Fhe

keonom\ of State Inlluen.se 111

Professor klinorc t is pre musk on the laculti, ot the liraduate !",chool of
Publft
L'nnersit \ ni \Voshington 1975-Si u. here he rc...-cied the
'ins ersitt 's Distinguished reaching ,\\\ ord. Fl s,IS also on the faculte of the
ot Education, 'Michigan State Unisersitt 19,Stx- 9,-)0 I le %1A.., .1 I. IMMO,
professor AC the Graduate School of Public I Mance. l'nisersit \ of Conform.).
Rerkelev And the Institute ni Pubhe .\dministrotion uid )r.imii,it ion Fheory.
'nnersa of Rergen. Nomay. I le held positions ill the Ltime of die Se,:retarv,
Deportment of F lealth. Education. and \Velfore ond in the L.)ffice ol the CommisU.S. Office of Education ,n,o- Li;
.

Fie teaches regularly in programs for public sector seLm( m es I hs go\ ernment
.k.hisor\ positions hose included the City of Seattle. the State of Washington. the
U.S. Deportment of Education. and the National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences. He holds degrees in political science from Whitimm College
B and the Chremont Graduate School NIA.. and doctorate m education

policy from the Graduate School of Education. Honard Unnersitt.

ROBERT L. KAHN
md of Public I leolth at
Robert L. Kahn is Professor Emeritus of Psycholo
the Universm of Nhchigan. lie is also Research Scientist Emeritus at the Sur\ ev
Research Center of the Institute for Social Research. of \%hich he \\ as formerk
Dircetor.

sIitiloist

Ph.D.. I 9"; 2. Michigan \\ ith a long-standing
interest in organiza( ional dieors .md research. His research has concentrated on
the determinants of organizational effectiveness. on organizational stress. and on
organizational change. HIN Most ret.tilt lescarA IN 45 7.41.1ds ol nterdis11iinar
collaboration as a has deseloped in the rcsearch nets\ orks supported by the
\lacArthcc Foundation.
Dr. Kahn IS A

)r. Kahn's interest in the organizational problems of public schools began \\ ith
his ent n early experlence as a high school teacher in l)etroit. and that interest has
persisted. With colleagues at the Institute for Social R., search. he initiated a
program of research on luell school students %%hitch has developed into a nationwide
annual assessment of omstana and change during the adolescent Years Among his
recent researt Ii studies is a lonotuchmil invcstiotion iii publi.: 5,-601 tc.wners. ill
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Inch their aspiration and cYpectations durm: teaclh.r traininz. %ter,: contrasted
uh their responses durin,4 the en h \ ens cd
And sciences. the AmenI 4. Kahn is .1 t-eiL %s or the Ameriem .\cademv of Arts

an .1,, iation l

the .\dyan.,.ment of

11,110!

Research. the Americ,in Psycholo...7ical \ssociation. ani the .\inericart

\mon,: his honors ,tre the Phi). bon, from the Linveisitv of
Amsterdam, the Lenin .1nard for Social Psycholoo, the Distin,zuished Faculty
\\yard ol the nier'it of Nliehr4.m. and 1,1loYY ships at the Netherlands Institute
for Adyanced c,tudy and IN,' ( 'enter f AdYan..-cd tiJ fl Reh,11. lor.11

Assoeia(ion

HELEN F. LADD
Helen I. Ladd Is .1 Professor of Public Policy Studies and F.:011tMlIeN and
Director of t-iracluate Studies m the Terry Stanford Institute of Public Polio at

Duke University.
An expert on state and loe,d public finance. Dr. Ladd has it ritten ektensitelv on
education finance, the property tax. tax and expenditure hmitations. intergoternmental aid. state econon.w development. and fiscal problems of U.S. cities. hi
addition. she has co authored books on discrunmation in mortgage lending and the
;apitalliat ion of property taxes and edited a volume on tax and expenditure
'ales bf,wl
tier most recent book %%ith lohn Yimzer

/

an./ 11..1 Po-ro of I rbali

She spent (he 1094-95 acaderme year as a Visnino. FelloYY at the lirookinkls
Institution m \Vashington, D.C.. Rased On a conference she ran at lirookings, she is
currently. editing a volume. on performance-based approaches to school reform.

She is active in the AssocLuion for Public Polic% Analysis and Nlanagernent and
the National Tax Association. iiluch she sered as president in I Q94-95. In addipolicy
tion, She ts on the editorial hoard of various lournals. and consult, on
and mteri.lovernmen.,:l relations for all three lock of 4oternment. \Vitb others.
she recently completed a major study for the Minnesota 1.e,islatlye Commission on
piscal PoIic
She has taught at Dartmouth College. W,:llesic% t-dlege. and Harcard I 11O ersity. first m the City and Regional Planning Program and then in the Kennedi
decree from Welicsle Collckze
school of Got ernment. Slw graduated nit h
I 90S,
in 1967, teemed a master', degree from the London School konomics in
,mel earned her Ph.D. in ceononn, s from I Lir\ and Lim crsul in 1074.
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FRANK R. LICHTENBERG
Frank R..lachtenherg is professor and head of the economics group at the
Columbia University Graduate School of Business and a Research Associate of the
National Bureau of Economic Research in the Bureau's Productnit% and Technical
(:hange program. He has conducted research on a variety ol topics, including
productivity, corporate control, technological change, research and numerous
Produrscholarly hournals and in the popular press. His hook Corporate rdeL'IYrs
miry. an analysis of productivity effects of the corporate mergers and acquisitions
of the
Was -u Wished 13% MIT Press.

He has been alM)) Rest:AI:11 lello at the Jerome Le% v Neononucs Institute at Bard College and a 1986-87 American Statistical Association/National
Science Foundation/Census Bureau Research Fellow. He has been awarded a
number of research grants. contracts, and fello%s ships. Including a Fulbright Fello-

He has testified before Congress and served as a consultant to private organizations and government agencies. including the Securities Industry Association; the
RAND Corporation; the U.S. Bureau of the Census; Pfizer. Inc.; the New York
City Water Board; Touche Ross and Co.; and the American Federation of State.

County, and Municipal Emploees.
Dr. Lichtenberg has taught at Harvard linnersit%. the University of Peivisylvania, and the University of Adelaide Australia'.: been a Research Fellow at the
Brookings Institution: and worked at the U.S. Congressional Budget Office. the
U.S. Department of-Justice. and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
He received a B.A. degree with Honors in History from the I. 'mversitv of
Chicago in 1973 and a Nl.A. and a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1982. Dr. LichtenbeN Ines in Westchester, New York with his
wife. Michelle, and his sons..\ndrew and Alexander.

RICHARD J. LIGHT
Richard J. Light teaches statistics and program evaluation at Harvard. with a
special Focus on programs in education. His work emphasiies how to collect and
analyze information to improve manaizement. Dr. Lieu received his Ph.D. in
statistics from Harvard in 109 and was appointed a professor in 197 5. His book
Simmtegs Vp (co-authored wall David Pillemer), published in 1984 bY Harvard
University Press, describes techniques for summarizing information from disparme
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tesearch studies to improve program management. His book By Dagn (coauthoied %%ith Judy Singer and John Willett), published in 1990 by the Harvard
Unit ersit P1 ess, presents modern methods for assessing the effectiveness of
educational initiatives.

At Harard, Dr Light is currently Director of the Seminar on Assessment.
This is a consortium initiated be former President Derek Bok that brings together
lacult and semoi administrators from 24 colleges and universities to carry out
iesearch on colleq Lifectiveness. Now in its fifth year, this Seminar continues with
the support of President Neil Rudenstine. It especially encourages innovations to
strengthen the college experience for students. Two formal reports have now been
issued, one in 1990 and the other in I992. Dr. Light also currently teaches in the
Kennedy School's Executive Program for Senior Managers in State and Local
Government

Outside of the university. Dr. Light has recently been president of the American Ealuation Association, an organization of scholars, scientists, and managers
v.orking to improke public sector services. He has chaired the Panel on Programs
for Youth for the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, and serves on the
National Adisory Board for the Program Evaluation Division of the U.S. General
Accounting Office, the research wing of the Congress. In the fall of 1991, Dr.
Light was honored with Paul Lazarsfeld Award for distinguished contribution to
scientific practice

Dr. Light earned a B.S. degree with Highest Distinction from the University of
Pennsylkania in 1962. He earned his M.A. degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1964 and his Ph.D. in Statistics from Harvard University in 1969. He
lives in Belmont. Massachusetts with wife Patricia and two daughters.

FRANK -I. PIPP
Frank J Pipp is a retired Group Vice President of the Xerox Corporation,
Stamford, Connecticut. Currently, he is a Director of the following companies;
Delphax Systems, Inc., Advanced Hi-Tech, Inc.. Nvpro. Inc.. Spectra. Inc., Saber
Equipment Corp SynOptics Communications Corp., and is Chairman of the
Board of Xylogics, Inc.. He also continues to serve Xerox m a consulting role.

He has been a judge for t" Malcolm BaldricLle National Quality Award from
1988 throuo,h 1992 and for 1991 and 1992, served as Chairman of the Judges
Panel. Currently, he is a member of the Board of Overseers.
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Mr. Pipp Joined the Xerox Corporation in 1971 alter 21 years with the Ford
Nlotor Comparn. At Xerox he held various management positions. including
ision. Vice President of
\ssistant General Nlanager of Ehe Nlanufacturing,
Nlanufacturino Staff and Procurement nd Senior Vice President .md General
Nlanager of the Nlanufacturing Di\ision. In 197 he was appointed Group
Director. Nlanufacturm:7,. En:ineering and Supply, for the compan\ 's Londonbased subsidiary. Rank Xerox Limited. :\lr. Pipp returned to the United States in
I 97$, .md \vas named Corporate Vice President ,md President. Reprographic
Nlanufacturing Group. In \I.i I 980, %lc Pipp became a Corporate ( iroup Vice
President. and in October 1980. he w as muned President of the Reprographic
Fechnoloo Group.
II, June o11981 Mr. Pipp became President a the Reprographic Business
Group. \Vhich included the worldwide groups of manufacturing. engineering.
product planning. and service. In January of 1984 he asslinled the position of
Group Vice President of the Corporation.
Mr. Pipp was born in Iron Mountain, Michigan. He received his B.A. degree in
economics in 1948 from the University of-Michigan and has attended courses in
engineering and business administration at the University of Chicago and the
University of Louisville. He served f-or two years in the U.S. Naval Air Corps. Mr.
Pipp and his wife. Gloria. reside in Fairfield Counts.. Connecticut. They have two
children.

JOSEPH SENSENBRENNER
Joseph Sensenbrenner IS a consultant in the application of advanced privatesector Total Quality Nlanagement and System Fhinking approaches to publicsector service delivery. Total Quality Management. philosophy and program of
managenlent developed in the United States by \V. Edwards Deming and Joseph,
Juran and associated with leading lapanese and U.S. industries, is being widely
adopted by corporations wishing to compete effectively on the basis of-quality and
cost. He is recognized by The Quality Re\ iew as one of the I 988s -Ten \lost
Influential Figures in Quality Impro\ ement.As three-term Nlavor of Madison, Wisconsin. Mr. Sensenbrenner was the first
public official to adopt these techniques on a citywide scale. From I 98 to 1989
he pioneered service improvements in virtually every municipal activity of the
capital city. Nladison's ad\ ance in police. streets, day care. data processing. and
other areas have drawn considerable attention from private .md public-sector
leaders throughout the country and from the nev,!, mcdia.
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Attorno General for the State of \\*Isconsm. Division
Administratoi ni the \Visconsin Department A- justice. and the Chief of Stall for
GO\ ,rnor Pnrick I. I.Alt:CV.
\,\
He has been I )(put

cum laudc. from \\'Illiams College iii 1970 and his
His \\
Doctoi of lin ispiuden,e from I. lie I. iiivcrsitv of Permsykania in I 97
).11.1C1
and
Joseph.
Mari I 11n I )tui \ is n attorney. and they haie too Oils,
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EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
G. CARL BALL
ADVISORY BOARD CO-CHAIR

G. Carl Ball joined the family owned company. Geo. I. Ball. Inc.1 horticultural
firm located in West Chicago. Illinois, in 1947. He was elected Chairman of the
Board in I 902 and became President of the company in 1970 . Mr. Ball also is
President of the Ball Foundation in Glen Ellyn a professional research organization directed at the identification and development of human potenti.il through
aptitude and ability testing and research.

Mr. Ball served as Chairman of the Board of the Corridor Partnership for
Excellence in F.,-lucation. is Director of the Ilhnois 'Math and Science Academy.
and serves on the INISA Alliance. an athisory committee which extends the INISA
program throughout the State. He also is a board member of the Board of Overseers of Illinois Institute of Technology. West, and is member of the Board of
University in Aurora. Illinois. He is council member of the
Trustees ofi.urora
\
National Industry Council for Science Education NICSE.. Mr. Ball served on the
National Academy of Science's Committee on the Federal Role in

EiLUCA ion

Research.

Mr. Ball iias born and grew up in (den Ellyn. Illinois. He served as a pilot in
the Air Transport Command and NortIniest Airlines. Northern Region. in Alaska
and the Aleutian Islands from 1942 to 1947. He had auended Kenyon College
from 1939-41. .1nd alrer World \Vat- 11. resumed his education ac the University of
earning a Bachelor of Science degree in 1947. Mr. Ball lives in Glen Ellyn
Ian Elledge Ball. -rule Balls have three children: George Dexter,
with his wife.
Anna (Tarohne. and George Carl, Ir.
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P. MICHAEL TIMPANE
ADVISORY BOARD CO-CHAIR

Mr_ Timpane is the former President of Teachers C:ollege, (Thlumbia Umsersit,
the world's most comprehensive graduate school for the preparation of educational,
psychological. and health professionals. He served previously as Dean of Teachers
College and as Deputy Director and Director of the fedei al gosernment's National
Institute of Education. He has conducted research on educational polies as a
senior stall member at the Brooking Institution and ThL RAND Col poration

Mr. Timpane has edited and contributed to several books on education and
social policy. During the past decade, he has been invoked in mans aspects of the
renewed business involvement in education, writing about these issues for foundations, periodicalsmd the Committee for Economic Des elopment Busmess Impaa
on Education and Child Developmtnt ROrm. published in Mas 1991) He co-directs
with Michael O'Keefe the Program for Education in a Changing Societym annual
seminar series on national education polies' affiliated with the Aspen Institute
Through his work at the Aspen Institute and as advisor to state and federal
policvmakers, he has been much involved in the development of national goals and
standards in education, new formulations of policy with respea to comprehensive
service for young children, higher education, and national educational reform He
has served as co-chair of New Jersey's Quality Education Commission and sets es
on the boards of the American Council on Education. the American Association lot
Higher Educationind Children's Television Workshop
Mr. Timpane received a magna curn laude B.A. degree in history and economics
from Catholic University in 1956. He earned a M.A. degree in history from the
same institution and a M.PA. degree from Harvard Unisersits in 1970 iie and his
wife, Genevieve, have four sons.

STEVEN GOLDMAN
Steven Goldman originates from New York and graduated from Queens
College of C.U.N.Y. with a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology. He taught high
school mathematics in the early 1970's and earned an M.B.A. in 1975 from Baruch
College of the City University of New York. From 1976 - 1984, Dr. Goldman ss as
Supervisor of Manufacturing Standards at Signoue Corporation in Glens less.
Illinois. and in 1982. he earned a Ph.D. in Industrial/Orgam7ational Psychology
from Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. Illinois
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In I9S5, DI Goldman %%as named Director of the Ball Foundation in Glen
Ellyn, Illinois hich is a research and career counseling organization. The Foundation conducts research on the identification and de%elopment of human potential
through the us,. of aptitude measurement and also provides career counseling to
indn iduak needing academic and/or career direction. He has been instrumental in
establishing the Consortium on Produanytv m the Sdools and the Schod Desist! Co &bora-

Inc-, two educational initiatives sponsored by the Ball Foundation.
Dr. Goldman is a m.,,ilber of the American Psychological Association, American
Educational R, search Association, American Counseling Association. American

Institute of Industrial Engmeersmd the Greater Chicago Association of Industrial/Organizational Psychologists, where he also serves on the steering committee.
He has authored numerous reports and articles and presented before professional
associations.

Dr. Goldman serves on the Wilmette Youth Commission and is a member of
the Board of Directors of the Corridor Partnership for Excellence in Education.
He also is a member of the President's Council of Illinois Institute of Technology.
Dr. Goldman lives in Wilmette with his wife, Madeline, who is a computer engineer.
They have one daughter, Lisa. who is a freshman at the University of WisconsinMadison.

THOMAS BAILEY
Thomas Bailey is the Director of the Institute on Education and the Economy
and an Associate Professor in thc Department of Economics, Education, Philosophy and Social Sciences at Teachers College, Columbia University. Since his work
has focused on both education reform and innovative training and organizational
developments in the workplace, he has extensive experience with data analysis,
fieldwork, and on-site evaluations relating to both schools and workplaces. An
expert on the educational and training implications of changes in the workplace. he
has served as a consultant to many public agencies and foundations, including the
U.S. Department of Labor. the U.S. Department of Education. the U.S. Congress
Office of Technology Assessment, the Alfred P Sloan Foundation. the William T.
Grant Foundation, and several state and local economic development and educational agencies. He has led research and evaluation activities on employer training
for oty,anizai ions such as Levi Strauss. McDonalds, and the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union and assisted in the curriculum development of vocational
schools such as the Fashion Institute of 'technology
, and Textile Clothing Technology Corporation.
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Radee hi caluaied and ieported on the youth apprenticeship model, the
integration of academic nd \ ocational education, employer participation in schoolto-\\ ork programs. mdustn-based skills st,mdards and certification. ,ind education
for all aspects of the industr\ m such publications as Fhe Inteoration of \Vork
Youth Apprenticeship
and SChool: I:ducAtion and the Changing \Vorkplace.1-hrive in the L'inted t,mies. muid -Fducation for All spects of the lndustry
articles on training in the
Overcoming Barriers to Broad-Based Training,
textile and apparel industries ha \e appeared in a wide \ ariety of cademic .md trade
;ournals. and he has authored or co-authored books on the emplof went and
training of immiorants and the extent and et lecis of on-the-job training. I Its
/ionemr.
/.4.ti/f/e //e/tx el/dui-a/7,w
book. ti itt ten ff ith Sue Berryman,
,:xamines the pootk understood link be's\ een the needs of" the mmorkplace :Ind the
contemporarf undersr.mding of- effectime learning ,md has been extensively at
prof essional development conferences and in courses schools of education. His
most recent book, C.Yassrooms in t& Wrkplare: Emplever /nrolvement in .S.chool-to-thn
Ii.ansmon ProL4n.nms. analyzes the roles of employers in the education system.

INNOVATION ASSOCIATES, INC., (IA)
An Authur D. Little Company. I.\ is the pioneer ,md premier consulting .md
enabling enterprises to become learning organizations. lA focuses its
learning organization expertise in the areas of leadership and executive development
of high-performance teams, and leadership for implementation of large systems
change efforts. IA pro\ ides consulting, public and in-house training programs. and
customized programs to a diverse client base, includmo AT&.1-. Federal Lxpress.
(;eneral Foods. IBNI. Nlotorola. Xerox. Intel, and Monsanto, as well as other
Fortune 1000. government. and health ca:e industry organizations. IA partners
\\ ith clients to transfer its organizational learning iechnoloo and cools. enabling
1-11in

clients to reach their most critical busmes, obiecti\ es, including gromf th. implementing change and nmomation. and achieving mganizational and financial goals.

C. SHERRY IMMEDIATO
.v Inimediato is a Sf.mor Consultant \\ ith !lino\ ation ssociates. .1fter a
decade or work with corporate clients, she consults primarily to health care and
education organizations, as well as on economic development issues with a focus on
developing effective working relationships amono competmo stakeholders. Nis.
Immediato's special interest is mi orkmg 0 th communities to explore issues which
Shi

transcend organizational boundaries.
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(....)%er the past thirteen t ears. Nls. Immediato has specialized in translating the
conceptual underpinnings of organizational learning-aspiration, collaborative
conversations. and preparation tor complexity into day-long meetings and multi\ ear strategies. -Typical consulting relationships include co-designing and implementing organization strategy to complement business imperatives, support crossfunctional teams in addressing System Issules, and coach executive teams in thenown development process as t ell as tiaming sessions on the disciplines which
increase organizattonal learning capacity.

Prior to joining Innosation Associates, Nis. Immediato tt orked in venture
capital and economic development II. both industry and government. She was also
member of the organization behav.or faculty of the Radcliffe College Management Program.
Ms. Immediato has Master degrees in Business Administration and Public
Policy from Harvard University.

JENNIFER M. KEMENY
Jennifer Kemeny is a Senior Consultant with Innovation Associates, and has
consulted with Fortune 5 00 firms in a wide variety of industries, both nationally
and abroad.

Ms. Kemeny's work is aim.d at senior management teams lacing cross-tunctional issues which have major business and organizational impact. Her major
emphasis of late has been team learning, helping a variety of organizations make
major organizational breakthroughs as they shift their inter-relationships from
adversarial to advocacy and learn to resolve differences through a more systemic
perspective. As an expert in systems thinking, Ms. Kemeny develops leveraged
interventions that lead to long-lasting performance improvement and create organizational understanding and commitment.
Prior to joining Innovation Associates, Ms. Kemeny worked at Peat. Nlarwick,
Mitched & CO., consulting in the strategic use of-information systems. She has
also been an Adjunct Professor at Lesley College in Cambridge, MA in the Graduate School of liducation.

Ms. Kemeny has a B.A. from Dartmouth College. and did doctoral work in the
System Dynamics department of the Sloan School of Managenwnt.
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NATIONAL BOARD OF ADVISORS
6. Carl Ball.
Chairman oldie Board. (J'eo. I. Ball. Inc. co-chair
Nhchael "Fimpanc.

President Emeritus. Teachers College, Columbia Limersit%

o-ehair

ne Carlson. (Imernor. Nlinnesota
Nlarvin Citron. Piesident. Forecasting
International. Ltd.

Nlarv Hattood Futrell.
Dean, Cleow Washmoon L'mNersity Graduate School of Lducation
Frances Hcssclbcin
President, Peter F. Drucker Foundation for Nonprofit NIana,,,ement
Kenneth LaY. President. Employment
Solutions Corporation. IRNI

Richard P. Mills. Commissioner ol
Education. Vermont
Paul NI. Ostergird.
President, Citicorp Foundation
Sophie Sa. Executive Director.
The Panasonic Foundation

Robert Sexton,
Executi%e Director, .1-he Prichard Committee for Ac,ideinic L \ceIlenee
Albert Shanker. President.
.1merican Federation of leaclh.r.,
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